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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

JULY 13, 1989
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Michael Metevler peers from his now well-ICKked apartment.

One night last April Michael Metevier
got off work at midnight and headed
over to Raoul's to hear some blues. An
hour later he was cruising home, feeling
good.
His tune changed when he got home.
His door was smashed open. The lock lay
useless on the floor. The lights were
glaring. "It was quite a bunch of mixed
emotions - shock and being violated. I
was kind of in a daze," says Metevier of
finding his home burglarized.
He didn't sleep well that night. He
kept thinking that someone he didn't
know had been in his home - and had
stolen his telephone, answering machine,
flashlight, calculator, candy dish, towel!!
and electric shaver.
You probably heard every gory detail
of the four murders in the Portland area
last year. But you probably didn't hear
about Metevier geHing ripped off. Nor
did you hear about the 2,437 thefts from
residences, businesses and other assorted
places and the 2,564 thefts from motor
vehicles in 1988.
Of the 329 U.S. metropolitan areas
rated by Places Rated Almanac, Portland
ranks 122nd in the crime category. But
looking only at the property crime numbers, Portland has a higher rate of incidence per 100,000 people (5285) than
Chicago (4729) and Newark N.J. (4845).
And Portland isn't too far behind Boston
(5351).
Portland ranks safer overall than those
cities because Portland's incidence of
violent crimes is much lower. So while
you're more likely to get stabbed in
Newark, you're more likely to lose your
car stereo in Portland.
(ONTINUED on page 8
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Troubled waters run deeper

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

Water District dragged to court

Permanent home for homeless

While wading in Casco Bay with his two young
daughters during the long Fourth of July weekend, Jeff Thaler worried about "the thousands
and thousands of ganons of pollutants that are
pumped into the bay every day."
On Wednesday morning, July 5, the Lewistonbased attorney brought the Portland Water District to court.
The lawsuit was filed in U.S. District Court in
Portland by the Boston-based Conservation Law
Foundation (CLF), the Island Institute in Rockland and the Maine Audubon Society in Falmouth. It charges that the Portland Water District
(PWD) is in violation of the federal Clean Water
Act at its Portland and Westbrook operations. If
found guilty, those violations could cost the PWD
$25,000 a day in fines.
"It's time we raised the stakes," said Peter
Shelley, senior attorney forCLF, at a press conference held the day the suit was filed. The crux of
the problem, according to Shelley, is the decadeold waste water treatment plant located above
East End Beach in Portland.
"As built," said Shelley, "this plant has never
been capable of meeting the limi ts established by
its permit." The PWD plant does not have a holding chamber where chlorine can make contact
with the waste water to kill bacteria, nor does it
have a subsequent device to dechlorinate that
water before releasing it into the bay. Consequently, the plant discharges too much chlorine
and too much bacteria. Shelley and Thaler, who
represents the Island Institute, insist that these
repairs be made by next summer's swimming
season.
Joseph Taylor, generaJ'manager of the Portland Water District, agfees that the plant needs
chlorination and declorination chambers. But
Taylor, who had been negotiating with the three
environmental groups since January, does not
think the work can be completed by next summer.
"We hope, weather permitting, to begin construction in November or December of this year," said

Taylor in a press release. "But the whole process ... could take a year or two before the improvements are completed."
Taylor said he is disappointed that the groups
bringing the lawsuit have not recognized the
progress PWD has made. Taylor said that both the
state Attorney General's office and the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
have recognized that the plant's license cannot be
met as it is presently written, and have tolerated
its violations.
In response to that, Shelley said that "two
wrongs don't make a right." Shelley speculated
that the DEP, which earlier this year won $98,500
in fines for water violations at the S.D. Warren
paper mill in Westbrook, has been reticent to
apply the same strict standards to the PWD because the water district, like the DEP, is a governmental agency. The district is a cooperative effort
by Greater Portland municipalities, and is paid
for with water fees.
Thaler added that "there are other municipalities in Greater Portland who are also violating the
conditions of their permits." He warned other,
perhaps smaller polluting communities that "this
is the first but not the last lawsuit against a municipality."
Taylor said that the planned improvements to
the Portland treatment plant will cost the PWD
about $8 million and will raise water rates about
16 percent. The average household bill would rise
from $132 to $154 per year. Those figures could
rise if penalties are assessed. A previous CLF
lawsuit cost Boston $1.2 million in fines.
Protesting the suit, Joe Taylor pointed out that
there wasn't even a treatment plant in existence
until 1979.
Although Shelley agreed that the PWD is
cleaner than it used to be, he called that argument
a red herring. "Compared to Boston, they're
saints," said Shelley. "But they're still not good
enough."
Mont< PllUlsen

Portland stuck in the slow lane

New bridge's traffic unwelcome

~Maine surveyors' service. Inc.
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The Oty of South Portland will get better traffic flow when the Million Dollar Bridge is replaced, but Portlat)d win get more of a bad thing.
The new bridge threatens to route more traffic
through two streets in a historic Portland neighborhood. Last winter two neighborhood groups
united to demand a third route, but they acknowledge now that they got too little too latc.
On the South Portland end of the bridge, foresight paid off. It resulted in a new two-way traffic
plan for the Knightsville area, where the bridge
will touch down. Besides planning for its future
traffic, South Portland will benefit from 80 percent federal ~d 20 percent state funding.
"In Portland, they ignored that (traffic) issue
completely," said Jeffrey Stevensen, a Park Street
resident. "It's as though it didn't exist."
High and State streets already serve as a northsouth corridor for traffic that passes through intown Portland without stopping. The new Fore
Street Bridge is expecteq to bring more "through
~;
traffic" through.
Portland's Parkside Neighborhood Association and the Portland West NeighborhoodsPlanning Council demanded and got a third exitramp
off the planned bridge, but Stevensen, a Parkside
member, thinks Portland was all wet when considering future traffic flow.
Stevensen said that traffic roaring across the
center of the Portland peninsula on one-way State
and High Streets is eroding one of the oldest and
most significant National Register Historic dis-

tricts in Portland. Noise, air pollution, the splitting of a neighborhood and danger to pedestrians
• are among the problems.
"Just as South Portland insisted on removing
through traffic on the one-way street system,
Portland should have insisted that we have a
comparable connector, either brought up the Fore
River and down around 51. John Street," said
Stevensen, who said thereareseveraI ways around
the peninsula for vehicles not needing to goacross
it.
According to figures from an environmental
impact statement, 30,000 cars flow up and down
State and High streets every day. By the year 2005
traffic is expected to hit 34,5000 cars per day.
Realizing that would only bring bigger problems, last year the Parkside Association petitioned
for another exit ramp through Beach Street to
west Commercial Street last year. The petition
was accepted, and some traffic will be steered
away from High and State street areas.
The ramp isn't a blessing to everyone. An
inexpensive steel girder design was chosen over a
concrete box design. West End residents living
close to the right side of the bridge will be looking
up at the underbelly of a substantially unattractive piece of construction.
The debate has moved on to lighting, location
of a pedestrian stairway, gradation of a possible
Harborview Park extension, railings and shrubs.
Construction of the new $115 million bridge
will span 1991 to 1994.

Alexander House, a permanent home for people with psychiatric or alcohol problems, opened in early July at 275 State St. At
capacity the home provides eight people with private bedrooms
and three meals a day in a communal dining room. Jeannine
Jordan, who established the Jordan House homeless shelter in
1986 and the Alexander House, said the program helps unskilled
people become more "functional and social." But she finds state
funding inadequate for the growing demand. Residents give
social security or disability checks to the home as payment, and
are encouraged to seek employment.

Adams hailed as hero
Portlander Herb Adams, a state legislator and crusader for
quality of life, has been named by Newsweek magazine as one of
America's50 heroes. Adams was in the front ranks of the Parkside
Neighborhood Association when it attacked the problems of
absentee landlords, drugs and prostitution that tormentParkside.
The efforts of the association have resulted in a stricter trash
ordinance, an ordinance requiring landlords to register their
names with the ci ty, and state-level prostitution legislation. Adams
passed the credit to the entire association, but acknowledged,
"They put the (Adams') picture up in the Mellen Street Market.
That's really the height of achievement."

MERe fined $300,000
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J
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The MERC trash-to-energy plant in Biddeford has agreed to
make $2 million worth of improvements and pay $300,000 in fines
for repeated environmental violations. Biddeford residents have
been subjected to showers of toxic ash from MERC, according the
Department of Environmental Protection, which brought suit for
nine violations. MERC will have to develop an air monitoring
program. MERC will also have to assess and pay for "health risks
associated with plant operation," a DEP statement said.

BOOKS ETC
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Time raises cable rates
Public Cable Co., with a monopoly in the Portland area, just
announced a 5 to 8 percent rate increase in Southern Maine.
Deregulation of public utilities in 1984 left Portland with no
bargaining power over rates. Things may get worse. Paramount
Communications asked Portland's approval of a takeover bid for
Time Inc., which owns Public Cable. City Attorney David Lourie
said it's too early for Portland to take a position, but Portland opposed a merger of the two corporations because a heavy debt
might have resulted. It was feared the debt would cause a rise in
cable subscription fees with no corresponding rise in services.
Lourie said that may also happen with a takeover.

Parkside housing sweep
Portland's nine building inspectors are now splitting their time
between their usual beats and the Parkside area in order to focus
more attention on the troubled neighborhood. Housing there is
dense, and a few buildings are notorious for housing code violations. Every house and apartment between High and Deering
streets and Deering and Park avenues will be inspected for fire,
safety and sanitary violations in the next six months, said Planning Director Joe Gray.

WEIRD NEWS:
...In Memphis, brothers John and Leroy Ivy were indicted on
a charge of conspiracy to murder a circuit court judge by hiring a
voodoo priest. The pair tried to buy a lock of the hair of Judge
Thomas Gardner III to help with the curse, which officials believe
was aimed at avenging a 40-year sentence the judge imposed on
John Ivy for other crimes. Prosecutor Charles Brett says the court
will have to decide if a voodoo curse constitutes a serious attempt
at murder.
...Kenneth Wiggins, 45, of St. Clairsville, Ohio, was driving to
work when his vehicle accidentally crossed the center line and
slammed into a car driven by his wife, Nancy, 41, who was on her
way home from work. Both were hospitalized in fair condition.
"'President Amata Kabua of the Marshall Islands has signed
an agreement with Pacific Landfills Inc. of Seattle. The company
will get exclusive rights to dump American garbage in the
Marshall's territorial waters, and the little nation will receive $8
per ton dumped. It may also increase its land mass fivefold over
a 20-year period.

Morgan Shepard
RDland Swut/AlterNet

Share your special pictures!

FREE FILM plus FREE EXTRA PRINTS
every day of the week with

The
Stop in and find out about our

"Picture

Maln~'

PHOTO CONTEST!
'rtIu could win a 35mm camera!

Two Convenient Locations:
71 U.S. Rte. 1
30 City Center
Scarborough
Portland
883-5126
772-7296
Convenient Hrs: M-F 7:30-6, Sat 9-1

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS!
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Stop Stress!
Naturally while you sleep

Soft, Subtle
Hair Color.

by Andy Newman

Vietnam, and I've paid my dues over the last 20 years. I did my
year in Vietnam and got an honorable discharge and I could
have very easily gotten killed in the service of this country. So
that gives me maybe some more legitimacy. You can't question
my patriotism - I fought for this country.

Cuddledown's
Support Pillow
Any business can be a
pain in the neck - even
ours! So we designed
the CUddledown
Support Pillow to relax
neck muscles and give
you a great night's
sleep! A channel of
goose feathers supports
your neck, while your
head sinks into a pillow
of prime white goose
down.l00% W. German
Cotton Ticking.
~.......

How does your father, a veteran, respond
to your work?
He's responded to it poorly - he doesn't understand it at all.
He is an Archie Bunker character who, as he always said,
fought the Japs in Saipan and Okinawa. He's a patriot and a
terrible racist who hates everyone that's not Irish. His beliefs
are formed and mine are formed. We butted heads like a
couple rams in heat and decided we just weren't going to like
each other that well. And that's okay.
. The odd thing is that I have a son almost 20 who just signed
up for the draft. I didn't want him to. That's more frustrating
than my relationship with my father. But my son is going
against my values just as I'm going against my father's. Some
stuff we agree on. He doesn't necessarily think the Contras are
good guys. But he's much more of an American than I am. I
mean, I consider myself a citizen of the Earth, as corny as that
sounds, before I'm a nationalist.

An Authentic
European
Down Shop

At Matthew John we fly from London to Miami to bring
y'ou exciting new hair colors, to make you look better
than ever.
Your hair color must be natural looking with lots of
luster and liveliness.
We invite you to try our style with a free consultation
and $10 off any hair color service thru July 31, 1989.
• Subiect to stylist availability
• No double discounts
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
• Please bring in this ad to
Motthew John, 426 Fore St., Portland
recieve discount.
772·5243

Does your work with Veterans for Peace help sort out
your Vietnam experience?

6 Mill St.
Freeport, Maine
On the South Side of the
Village Center Parking Area

865-1713
Please ask for our catalogue

CBW/Andy Nt!WmIln
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146 Ocean St., South Portland :
Used & Out-of-Print Books I
Tel. 799-SA~
We buy books, too.
I

I

TUE to FRI 11·5. SAT 12-4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE

I

Just acquired for sale _
I
ISTOW WENGENROTH PRINTS I
limited, signed
I
I
Thi. coupon good
for $1.00 OFF
each book of $6 or
more.
Expires - 7/31/89

WE HAVE ABOUT 16,000
BOOKS INCLUDING
HUNDREDS OFClffiRENT
AND OUT-OJ.'-PRINT
PIIOTOCnAPlIY, AnT AND
ANTIQUES 800KS.

I
Stop in fo r a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!
I_ _ _Wc'r!... nir~ndilioncd _ _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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A lot of the assumptions of what it is to be a male in this
society that I learned 30 years ago were incorrect. I had to tum
my rage from being betrayed and lied to and my friends dying
into something constructive. I've used Veterans for Peace as a
vehicle to to do some good things, some meaningful things
with my life other than putting sun room additions on the
homes of people in Kennebunkport that make $150,000 a year.
That's actually some of the work I do and it gets really old
because, what's the meaning? But this winter I built houses for
people that really needed them.

CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II
~
lllJm· 1o.111l0
LOOskr FisMrin and Island HisroryCruislr
""h~,,, ~~l ....'fI~"., C;7"111 Chlld!\'fl ~'5t)
""T"

A conversation with

Ted Heselton
Ted Heselton of West Kennebunkport Is a carpenter,
Vietnam veteran and member of the National Board of
Directors of Veterans for Peace.
What did you think awaited you when you
went to Vietnam?
I thought I would prove something in some macho sense to
my father or to my peer group or to myself. I had a great desire
to prove something and be a hero. Maybe I had some fantasy
that I would save someone in combat and be Audie Murphy
and John Wayne all rolled into one. And the frightening thing
is that maybe there are kids out there right now that want to be
Rambo. That's the scary part.

Are people receptive to war obJectors?
Most peace groups are seen by the right in America as being
left-wing and maybe a little pink, maybe a little naive about the
threats of communism, okay? I've got six friends that died in

Specialty Housewares
773-7977
100 COMMERCIAL Sf.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUSf
NORTH OF Dl MILLO'S

CONTEMPOfUlRY GLASS
au.ILK _TRE5T /807772-9072
paATLAND MAINI!' 04101

"A ""'que seiecliotl o/fitle
products/or 101U' home/rom
Maine and around the world."

nnT,","

"'1(lll'~W

"t:ll~""'';''iI)

ABoARD

LI..L"''' n

UF""'"" ~d SIupwnxI< Cru>;<

I took my tools to Nicaragua to help after the hurricane. I
was frustrated writing my congresSman and marching to
Bush's house. But in Central America, there is a family of 10
that's sleeping under a piece of plastic in a refugee camp and
all of the sudden you get a house built for them and they move
in. Well that's much more tangible good that you're doingthat was very satisfying
In Vietnam we screwed up a whole bunch of third world
people, a whole country. And we were using the contras as
proxies to screw up another third world country. So it seemed
particularly appropriate for me to work against American
foreign policy as defined by the Reagan administration rather
than being used as a tool of foreign policy like I was as a 19year-old soldier.
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Portland lkadlighl Cruaw
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• Five mode~ to choose from

Surui.rf & Ibdxdghl ("zuis,t
J"1(,.,,,,:,: II l'Il!II'I\ trf ItIgJid\ 1'111"1<11»1111111
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• Homes as low as $39,950
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• fmancing availabk
• Full Contracting Service
• Over l,tnlLots available
or build on your land.
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Dcpaning from
Wharf · Portland, Maine

Sunset & Harborlight Cruise
7:30·10 p.m.

Thu. July 13
Fri. July 14

STEAMBOAT
TRIO

Andy Newman knows of nlJ sunblock strong enough for nuclear fallout.

Sat. July15

Sun. July 16

RED
LIGHT

REVUE

a'ARLSON"~

..-..-.... ..... ..... ..-.......
Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2W2
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HOURS

TUE.-SAT. 10-5
SUN. NOON-5

•
773-4200

241 CONGRESS STREET
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FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models. financing
• full contracting. building lots

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M-F I I am-7 pm • 9 am-5 pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Tumer Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit us today. 1-800-344-6552
~~

&TURNER
-

PERDAY**

N.Jturalist Cruiv
/,..,/(,H"I \\m.h
,", . iI"' .IiIl!~ ~J.<lK' II' rl~ IllinIUm

In an age where we have the nuclear weaponry set-up to kill
each other 10 times over, us and the Soviets, what could be
more important than a peaceful resolution of that? J mean, if a .
nuclear war happens next week it's gonna be a piss-poor
summer. The time at the beach is a washout. It's gonna be bad
news.

-

$15

tll1\<1 'h'(l

Is peace In sight?

-

necklaces. bracelets. earrings.
pins. bolo ties. fun stuff.

_ ......

1.l,l1 fll ll'\)

BOOKSTORE

MAXWELL'S

j~. ~"""

1l:i,)4) III Il''5'''i
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Where did you build houses?

DISCOVER
OLD PORT'S
BEST NEW STORE

glass jewelry

h"".h",",,,",,, ....

CRUISE
TIlE STFAMBO\T

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

FREE HOME·PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, August 26 7-10 pm aboard
Casco Bay Lines in Portland.
Pick up your invitation at our model home.

SHOWCASE HOMES,/NC_[B

\

One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578

The Fun Has Just Begun
We've got a beautiful new deck.
We're now open on Mondays.
Serving .great eats until 9:00 every
.U~~9AA" eX1Cel)t Sunday until 8:00

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

*Not Available in all cases. Certain conditions apply.

" " 'O~

**$49,950 at 10% - 30 years
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Don't miss the boat
this summer.
You'll miss
the best 01 Casco Bay.

THEIRS:
This space is for opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes OUTS.
Please be brief when you write, and
p~se include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME. 04102.

Something hot
is going on.
Is it the bright shining
sun? Is it the warm
ocean breeze? Nature,
by its own law, has a
way of surprising. Which
is exactly what we have
in mind for you with our
fabulous summer sale.
20-40% off Part Two,
Putumayo, In-Wear. .. to
name just a few of the
wonderful surprises
waiting for you.
Only at Amaryllis.

US:
PUIUSHER Gary Santaniello
EDITOR Monte Paulsen

CAMBODIAN REFUG£ES; WELCOME TO AMERICA _
"GIVE US YOUR. PooR . .. YOUR. HUDDLED MASSES ..
.,
YeARNI/-¥;- To BREATHE FREE
EXCEPT IN
BUXTON, MAINE.

Portland, ME 041 01

772-4439

Say "no" to cruise missiles
The voters of Maine have an opportunity to cast
a vote that resounds around the world.
In November these words will appear on the
ballot: "Do you favor stopping cruise missile test
over Maine."
Since the sea-launched cruise missile increases
the chances for nuclear war and is undermining the

possibility of ratification of the START treaty, it is
imperative that these tests, as well as all nuclear
tests, be stopped.

S~

\\

Sally Breen
Windham

'f

8~~f(\

Their peace is Catholic
Andy Newman did a good job compressing his
longinterview with usintoa small TALK space. But
we do want to clarify one point.
Yes, Ileftthe convent, and Francis left the priesthood, but we did not "leave the church to be
married," In fact, we were married in the Catholic

Church, and continue to be part of the "Catholic
community.
~'"
lot -""l.w ~
~« • , ( . / . //k.
.
Elaine G. McGillicUddy
Portland

THEIRS:

Black Monday: .a call to action

Qualir}' Printing
Special Events
Promotion flems
Direct Mail

Run
Diamond
Pass

2hxs.
lOAM&2PM
$7.95
45 mins.
lhr.
9AM, 11 AM, 1 PM, $6.95
45 mins. 3 PM; Weds.: 9 AM,

$6.95

$4.00

$5.95

$3.00

Noon,3PM
AlSO' Music Cruise with Big Chief and The Continental.
-DeParts at 5 PM, Sun. $10. Cash b~r. Over 21, .State lD.
a Bab &; Broadway-Departs 7:10 PM, Fri. & sat" 1.40 PM Sun . $35.
B
lobster dinner and theatre show. Children's meal; $20.50
All prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years 0 ld •
Children under 5 nde free.

I consider July 3 Black Monday.
As the U.s. Supreme Court's abortion decision
bled out of the courtroom and onto 1V screens and
front pages, I felt darkened, scared, angry. I thought
it would affect other people strongly too. I expected
mourning for the loss of women's rights. I expected
anger and fear for the future.
But July 4 came and went as usual with cookouts
and sparklers. I at least expected someone to say
something about it. But after the pro-choice press
conference dispersed from Federal Street I heard
nothing.
No one at the office where I work mentioned it. I
didn't overhear any conversations about it. If the
weather is bad I hear about that. If the Red Sox were
in the playoffs I'd hear about that. But when there's
a step backwards for women's equality and right to
privacy I hear nothing.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ann Sitomer
NEWS & UPDATES
Hannah Holmes
PHOTOGRAPHS
Tonee Harbert
IUUST..nONS
TokiOshima

--

36 Danforth Street
• Portland·
Monday - Saturday 10-5pm
772-8607

S-

~------=-

Casco Bay Lines
Terminal Commercial &; Franklin Streets, Portland 774-7871
Casco Bay ~d and ope';'ted by lire Olsen Bay Island T",nsit District.

I love this stuff !

PRODUcnON MANAGER
Elissa Conger
DESIGN Truth Hawk
CIRCUUTION MANAGER
Diane DesMarais
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A mid-day cruise on Casco Bay is the best way to see
the Maine coast-on the Diamond Pass run by Peaks Island,
the Mailboat run all the way to Cliff Island, or any of our
other cruises. It's cooler on the water, too.
o n't let summer pass you by without seeing the best of the bay.
o
Time
Departs
Adults Seniors Children

overshadow other important issues, neglecting them
and letting candidates go unquestioned on other
topics. Still, I know that I could not vote for a legislative or gubernatorial candidate who could put
women's reproductive choice in peril.
And I fear that this single issue focus will prevent
people on both sides from putting their time and
energy toward other important issues. I don't want
there to come a time when the Democratic and
Republican parties are relabeled Pro-Choice and

Pro-Life.

Unfortunately it looks like a struggle ahead because women are no longer guaranteed reproductive rights and privacy.
I hope the court's decision stirs women and men
to talk, to take action. I hope women and men in
Maine don't feel immune to this just because Maine
probably won't restrict abortions in the near future.
Missouri maybehalfa country away from us, but
the decision affects women everywhere. It is yet
anothergiantwhitemalehandintrudingintowomen's
lives.

Ironically, there will be too much talking, even
yelling when the next batch of state elections roll
around. The Supreme Court's decision invites each
state to have a say in what a woman and her uterus
do. nus will turn every state election into an abortion
battleground. I fear that these abortion battles will KeUyNelson

ADYERnSING MANAGER
Marg Watts
ADYERTISING
Kate Halpert, Garry Young
CWSIFIEDS John Shalek
CONTRIBUTORS Lynda Barry,
Kathy Caron, Brenda Chandler,
Barbara Hill, Sherry Miller,
Andy Newman , Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin,
Morgan Shepard, Thomas Verde
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CRIMES
that don't make

THE NEWS
CONTINUED from page one

Virginia Mcfarland has been a showroom manager at
EO. Bailey Antiquarians on Middle Street for 10 years.
She kept her purse under her desk each day. Last
March a man came in the store, waited around a bit
and then left with Mcfarland's purse. "Within minutes
he had cashed a $300 check," she says. Along with her
checkbook he also got credit cards, which he used.
. McFarland was told by the police that purse snatchIng from offices is a very common occurrence. "They
could care less is my opinion," she says. "But to me it
was something."

"A hell of a case load"
Property crimes include burglary and theft from a
residence or business, theft from automobiles, miscellaneous thefts and arson. They are crimes against
property, not people. Unlike violent crimes - murder,
rape, a~avated assault, robbery - they are not lifethreaterung and carry lighter punishments.
But even though these crimes don't make the daily
papers, they raise insurance rates, bog down police departments and encroach on the quality of life and
sense of security that people expect from life in Maine.

The insurance trap
Even if your car wasn't one of the 11,285 Portland
cars. broken into during the past four years, you are
payIng for it.
If a part of your car - stereo, radar detector - is
stolen~ your auto insurance covers that. But if a personalltem - a purse, clothing - is stolen from your car,
you have to have renter's or homeowner's insurance to
cover it. Theft from a residence also falls under homeowner's or renter's insurance. While a stolen car stereo
won't increase your individual auto insurance (because you're not at fault), it can edge the rates higher
for everyone living in the city.
A 30-year-old single woman insuring her 1985 fourdoor Chevy would pay about $500 a year in Portland.
The same woman with the same car would pay $450 in
South Portland, $425 in Falmouth and $400 in Gorham.
The difference in auto insurance rates is due to the
fact th~t insur~nce companies are "paying out more in
losses In the City of Portland than in the suburbs"
according to Susan Sawyer, an account executiv~ a
~orse, Payson and Noyes. As Sawyer explains, the
higher rate of theft, vandalism and collision in Portland means cars are "more exposed to physical damage."
Portland's business owners also pay. A large
number of property crimes are thefts from businesses
su~h ~s driving off without paying for gas at 7-Eleven,
S~IPPlng out on a $4.66 bill at Denny's or swiping
Cigarettes from Shaw's.
In these cases the businesses are the victims. But
individuals are also theft victims at their work places.

ings. ~he calfs ~er detective "very professional" in
handling the cnme details as well as the psychological
aspects.
Other people aren't so happy. Anne Rieder a semire~ed librarian, was more upset with the police than
With the burglar who she woke 'up to see silhouetted in
her bedroom doorway last March. She scared off the
bur~ar and ,called the police. They didn't show up for
45 rrun~tes. 'That's a ,long time to have to wait," she
complains. The burglar made off with her credit cards
and cash but it's the police behavior she is distressed
by: "I could not rely on the police."
. Some people just don't expect much from the police
In these types of cases. Michael Metevier took it in
stride when his detective told him he didn't think
much could be done to recover his stolen items. "I
don't feel they're dragging their feet," he says. He just
assumed he'd never see those things again.

The police can't keep up with property crimes.
. In ~ortland .there.are four detectives assigned to
Investigate residential and commercial burglaries,
!hefts ~nd arson. There is one detective and two patrol
Investigators who handle thefts from autos, shoplifting
and other miscelIaneous thefts. There were 5 001 of
these crimes reported last year in Portland. these
Good deals on used stuff
cases were divided evenly among the police sleuths,
"A thief is not a thief unless there's someone to buy
that would come out to 714 cases a year per person,
the
property," says Lt. Dion. More than $5 million
nearly two a day.
worth of property was stolen from Portland area
"It's a hell of a case load," says Lt. Mark Dion,
res.idents in 1988. Stolen goods are gotten rid of
shaking his head.
qUickly, usually within 48 hours.
After the crime is reported - by a police officer at
Some of these thefts are a source of income for
the scene In the case of a burglary/theft or over the
transients and kids - such as when someone breaks
phone for a theft from auto - the case is assigned to a
into a car for $3 in change or swipes two boxes of
detective. The victim mayor may not hear from the
cereal from a church kitchen. Transients don't account
detective, but will get a form letter with the case
for big item thefts because they have no way to
number and who to call if anything new develops.
transport them and nowhere to bring them.
Usually nothing new develops, and after 30 days the
. The people making the big money on property
case becomes inactive.
cnmes are those who make a business out of it like the
"With most of my cases there isn't anything to go
fencing ring area police broke up last month i~
on," says Detective Ken Loveitt, who handles all
~ estbr.ook. Fences - stolen property buyers - commisburglary / thefts on the peninsula. Don't count on a
sion thieves to go out and steal items such as car
host of det~ti~es COmi~g to dust for fingerprints like
stereos, VCRs, CD players, televisions, tools etc.
In the mOVies. 'We can t just go there, throw powder
Sometimes the stolen goods go through a middle
ar~und an~ a finger print appears," says Loveitt,
man who brokers between the thief and the fence. The
tryIng to dispel misconceptions people pick up from
fence is the transition from this illicit economy back
television shows.
into the legitimate economy. "A fence would be
Serial numbers do help. They can be entered into a
invalid if there weren't legitimate people willing to get
natio~wide crime computer so if a cop stops a car
a good deal," says Lt. Dion.
speeding south on 1-95 loaded with televisions, VCRs
Port~and pawnshops are required to send slips to
a~d CD players, the serial numbers can be run through
th~ pohce department on everything they take in. Greg
this computer to find out if the items are hot.
Geisler,. manal?er of Wise Trading Co. on Congress
But basical~y the stuff that has been stolen is just
Street, I~es thiS r,uirement. '1t keeps the garbage out
plam gone, Without warning and without much hope
of here, he says, people and merchandise both."
of recovery. Loveltt says the incidence of recovering
Recently these pawn slips blrned up a ring stolen at
items is "very rare."
the scene of a ~urder in Los Angeles that was pawned
Some people are happy with how the police
here. But LoveItt says locally-stolen items come
handled their crime. One woman, who doesn't want
through on a pawn slip only once in a while. Since
her name used, lost $7,000 dollars worth of jewelry.
South ~ortl:nd and Westbrook police don't require
She thinks th~ p?lice responded well. She says they
these shps, Burglars know they just have to go out of
showed up fairly soon, talked to her about crime pretown," says Loveitt.
vention measures and prepared her for court proceedEven the city makes money from thefts. Stolen items

If

\

Stolen property being held as

evlden~e

at the Portland Pollc:e Department.

that are found or confiscated during drug busts but are
not reclaimed by their owners are auctioned off at the
annual police auction. This year the auction took in
about $19,000. This money goes into the city's general
fund.

Neighborhood action
One of the factors that contributes to a high crime
rate is strangers living next to each other. Neighbors
looking out for each other's welfare helps to cut down
on crime.
People taking action against crime is one of the best
deterrents. "You can't do anything without people
willing to stand up and say 1 saw this,'" says David
Turner, a member of the Parkside Neighborhood
Association.
A community's attitudes toward crime and its tendency to report crimes can affect the amount of crime
more than the size of the police force can. ''More police
really aren't going to help but a little bit," says Crime
Prevention Officer Gary Agger. He tells of a crime
program in Hartford, Conn. that simply hired a bunch
of new police officers. The crime rate dropped, but the
criminals moved to the town next door. Agger says
that if every neighbor took proactive crime prevention
steps and looked out for one another, the burglars
would be driven out of the city.
There have been few neighborhood crime programs
in Portland, partly because many residents do not
believe that crime is much of a problem here.
Other neighborhood actions have almost backfired.
The Parkside Neighborhood Association has attracted
so much publicity to its problems that "every crime
here makes the news," says Turner.
"All the publicity has been extremely detrimental in
attracting tenants that will be an asset to the community and be a good neighbor," says linda Somero, who
with her husband, owns 200 apartment units in the
Parkside area. '1t's become a stigma to say you live on
any of the streets in the Parkside area," she says. The
Someros have lost a number of good tenants w"ho said
they were moving to safer neighborhoods.
"This neighborhood is probably safer than other
neighborhoods," Turner says of Parkside. "The same
problems exist there but other neighborhoods and
landlords are reluctant to talk about it."
On the positive side, Turner notes that the stir
Parkside has created in recent months about garbage,
drugs and slumlords "has given neighbors a sense of
confidence that they're not powerless."

Emotional vandalism
Portable electronics are among the most frequently stolen Items.

9
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Michele Danois, a program coordinator at the
YWCA, has had thirigs stolen from her at work three
times. The first time, in 1984, her wallet was stolen. She

was outraged. "You really feel like a victim. You really
question yourself."
Two months later her bike was stolen. "I started
thinking someone really had it in for me."
Last month when her wallet was stolen again she
was less outraged, more resigned. ''We have to be
more vigilant about our personal belongings," she
admits regretfully.
"It's a rude awakening when you feel like you have
to protect yourself living here," says Danois, 39, a lifelong resident of the Portland area.
Although property crimes are not categorized as
life-threatening,. the consequences are real enough.
First there's the expense that property crime victims
have to dish out to replace the stolen items - if they are
replaceable. Even if the victims have insurance they'll
have to pay the deductible out of their own pocket. If a
suspect is arrested, arraigned and given a hearing date,
the victim will have to take time off from work to
spend a number of afternoons in an over-crowded
courtroom.
In the case of a stolen wallet, there is the hassle of
cancelling credit cards, closing bank accounts and
replacing legal identification documents. "If they were
there just to take money that would be wonderful,"
says Danois.
Property crime victims make changes in their lives:
putting new locks on the doors; leaving the lights on;
buying a dog. And they make compromises. A lawyer
on the Eastern Prom had his canoe stolen and didn't
have insurance. Now he has a little inflatable boat.
But worse than the physical crime is the emotional
victimization.
Phyllis Hanson is the Victim/Witness Advocate at
the Portland Police Department. She helps victims and
witnesses through the criminal justice system. Hanson .
says that a property crime victim's feeling of violation
is akin to rape and is accompanied by the fear that the
thief will come back.
''That's one of the hardest things. You have that fear
when you go back to your car at night or back to the
same place. It's aIrnost like reliving it again. You
suspect everybody at that point," says Hanson.
That fear of recurrence creates a feeling of vulnerability. Many property crime victims approached for
this story declined to be interviewed or to use their
real names for fear of being open targets for future
thefts or vandalism.
When Margo Sampson's apartment was broken into
last April it changed her life. '1t was just real shocking.
I was scared to death." Sampson lost more than the
bass guitar, amplifier, music books and jewelry that
were stolen. ''It's changed my attitude. Whatever trust
1 had in people is definitely not there anymore." She
walked around her neighborhood feeling suspicious,
resentful, afraid. TwO weeks after the break-in she

Photo iIlustration(I'onee Harbert

moved to a safer place with a security guard.
"I survived it but 1 really hope it doesn't happen
again," says Sampson, who hasn't played a guitar
since the break-in. '1t's an experience that will stay
with me a long time."
Kelly Nelson had her laundry slolen oul of her car while working
on a previous cover story al Casco Bay Weekly's offices.

NUISANCE CRIMES:
Harlan Osgood found that someone had gone
through his car one night last April, throwing stuff
about, leaving beer cans and an odor. "I took it for
someone living on the street looking for a place to
sleep and for some money." He locks his car doors
now.
That was a nuisance crime. Unlike property crimes,
nuisance crimes are often more bothersome than
criminal. And they don't make the news either unless
they're a really big nuisance.
Nuisance crimes include leisure activities like
begging for monay outside Joe's Smoke Shop, drinking
Mad Dog in public, being out in public after drinking
too much Mad Dog,. blaring music at a party, hanging
around a store front with nothing to do and assorted
obnoxious behavior.
Between mid-April and mid-May, 35 percent of the
6,836 calls to the Portland police were for nuisance
crimes.
When a bothered citizen calls the police they send
an officer over. The police are limited in what they can
do. The laws say that a police officer is not personally
affronted by nuisance crimes and therefore has no
right to arrest. The person affronted must sign a
written complaint for any police action to occur.
That doesn't happen much. ''Most people don't
want to take a day off from work to say someone was
being loud," says Maj. Steve Roberts.
Roberts says that nuisance crime calls create aPR
problem for the police because people see the police
pull up, chat a while and leave. "The public doesn't
feel like we're doing anything,." he says.
Lt. Dion adds,"There's nothing wrong with using
the F word every other word unless there's a complainant." And even then, he notes, the case wouldn't
get very far. '1t's SOCially reprehensible, but it isn't
criminal. It's tough to regulate that type of behavior."
Kelly Nelson

,
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Yarmouth
Clam
Festival

11

5 pm: Ham and Turkey Supper
First Parish Congregational Church
5:30 pm: Mime and juggler Randy Judkins
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
7 pm: Karate Demonstration
Library lawn
7:30 pm: Downeast Barbershop Chorus
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
8 pm: Cathy Stebbins & Loose Ends play
blues, rock and funk on Memorial Green
9:15 pm: Fireworks

Friday
6 pm: Parade, Main
8 pm: Anni ClarK plays acoustic music

Sunday

Memorial Green
8:30 pm: Bath Municipal Concert Band
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell

7-10:30 am: Blueberry Pancake, and Hash and
Poached Egg Breakfast on Memorial Green
8:30 am: Breakfast Bar
First Parish Lawn
9:30 am: Special Ecumenical Service
Guest speaker is Rev. Marilyn Robb, state
chairman of Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
7-10:30 am: Blueberry Pancake Breakfast
Old Meeting House on Hillside Street
Memorial Green
10 am: Bike Race
7-9 am: Breakfast Bar
Main Street
First Parish Lawn
10:30 am: Steel Industry plays steel drums
7:30 am: Clam Festival Fun Run for Kids
North Yarmouth Academy bands hell
11 am and 1 pm: Downeast Tennis Classic
Main Street
8 am: Pat's Pizza Classic
Finals at Yarmouth High School
5·mile road race starting and ending at Town Hail 11 am: Balloon Zoo
10 am: Gymnastics Demonstration
Memorial Green
Rowe School Gymnasium
11 :30 am: Diaper Derby
10:30 am: Doc's Banjo Band
Race for toddlers on the Library lawn
Memorial Green
12 noon: The Wicked Good Band
11 am: Aerobic Demonstration
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
Library lawn
1 pm: Royal River Philharmonic play New
11:30 am: Yarmouth H.S. Alumni Jazz Group
Orleans style jazz onMemorial Green
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
And ••• King and Queen of the Festival Lip
12 noon: Great Royal River Canoe Race
Synching Contest at the Yale Cordage parKing
lot on Main Street
starts at Town Landing
And ... Karate Demonstration
2 pm: Casco Bay Cloggers
Library lawn
Memorial Green
12:30 pm: Gary Richardson plays fusion
And ••• Sweet Adelines
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
Memorial Green
1 :30 pm: Kix Brooks plays country music
3 pm: Gil Donatelli Band
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
Memorial Green
And ••• Fireman's Muster Ladder and Hose
4 pm: Community Orchestra of the Portland
Contest on Main Street by Memorial Green
Symphony Pops concert
2 pm: Gymnastics Demonstration
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
Rowe School Gymnasium
2:30 pm: Balloon Zoo
Memorial Green
3:30 pm: Ann Dodson plays folk music
North Yarmouth Academy bandshell
Wed-Thu: 6-11 pm
4:30 pm: Magician Woody Woodward
Frl-Sat: 12 noon-11 pm
Memorial Green
Sun: 12 noon-6 pm

Saturday

ATELIER FRAMING
• CONSERVATION
FRAMING
Michele A. Caron

• ANTIQUE MAPS
& PRINTS
Elliott Healy

Curtis botanicals
Prang lithographs
Architectural views
Sowerby botanicals
Audubon birds and animals Burritt's Star At!
Camera Work gravures
Japanese prints
Winslow Homer woodcuts
Maine views
G.T. Burnett botanicals
McKenney & Hall Indians
82 Middle Street Port/and 774-2088
M-F 9-5 / Sat. 10-2 or b
pointment
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STATE
MAINE
US1C THEATRE

Victoria Crandall - Executive and Artistic Director
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Show Sponsors BOIse Cascade Paper Grauo & Central Maine Power

Tues.·Sat. 8 pm
Wed .. Fri .. Sun. 2:00 pm

T~~" 725-8769

Located on Beautiful
Bowcloifl Colle~ Campus,
BrunsWIck. Maine

Defy convention
Our city backpacks
make the urban trek
a pleasure

Emma Sewall: the woman, the photographer, the artist

Message through time
One glorious clear cool Maine day I was walking in a Cumberland County salt marsh .
Most of us living here have these Maine scenes
and Maine days indelibly recorded in our memories. Abbie Sewall, a resident of Bath, discovered
that her own great great grandmother, Emma
Sewall,had recorded many of these images with a
large box camera between 1884 and 1900.
Ms. Sewall first noticed the photographs in the
family sununerhomeat Small Point when she was
fifteen. Now she has collected all the photographs,
plates, and other letters and materials that belonged to Emma Sewall and written "Message
Through Time, The Photographs of Emma D.
Sewall 1836-1919."
After interviewing elderly people who still
remembered Emma Sewall, and after reading
through all her letters and papers, Abby Sewall
concludes that this woman must have been an
intellectual with a driving mind, a woman whose
privacy had to be respected her entire life, and a
pioneer who accomplished great feats in photography.
Abby Sewall is right. She has rescued an accomplished woman artist from obscurity and oblivion
and she has offered up a role model to her peers
and even to older women, a generation who grew
up starved for exarnples of women artists who led

productive lives.
EnunaSewall was the wifeofa rich, prominent
anddevoted Bathshipbuilder. Herhusband,Arthur
Sewall, eventually ran as a candidate for Vice
President with William Jennings Bryan and was
defeated - a Democrat from then solidly Republican Maine.
Abby Sewall speculates on how this public exposure must have affected the reclusive and artistic Emma Sewall. It was during this time that she
was exhibiting regularly at the Boston Camera
Oub, winning prizes, and even exhibiting in Paris
with many favorable reviews.
Ms. Sewall's book, available from Harpswell
Press for $21.95, and hopefully soon to be in our
libraries, gives testimony to the author's diligence
and talent in discovering both the written and
photographic materials. She allows us to partidpate again in an age nearly lost. And she brings to
life Emma Sewall and her struggle to be mother,
wife and exceptional artist.
How many more women are there like this?
How many of us will help to bring them to life
again?

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED!

SAVE $1.00
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• Transmission Service
• Oil Service

BOTH SERVICES
for ONLY

• FRONT WHEEL DRIVE OR
OVERDRIVE ......ADD $10.00
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10W40· wI. or 10W30·

NOW GOING ON

9:30-5:30 MONDAY,SATURDAY
SUNDAY 12:00·4:30

Come to Subway and save. Try a Super BMT, a Super Club,
a Super Combo or your favorite Subway sub as a Super Sub,
and get twice the meat. Without paying twice the price.

: BEST UALU'E:

9 Minute Oil Changel
Filter/Lube

0-30-40-Up TO 70% OFF

HOURS:

STACKED,
DOLLAR BACK.

OIL CHANGE and MORE, FOR LESS

ANNUAL SUMMER SALE

Cotton Sweaters
Colorful Skirts, Linen Blouses, Suits,
Bathing Suits, Golf-Skirts. Leon Levin & E.S. Dean
Tops, Trousers, Suits & Lightweight Raincoats.
Dresses, Cocktail & Daytime Cottons
to list afew of our greatly reduced collection

STUFF~D.l

Carnival Rides

Sherry Miller, artist and writerr, has been searching flea
markets for her oum bor comera.

SALE

-------------------------~

INCLUDES:
-Up 10 5 qts. 01 Mobit lOW..a 0I1OW3O·
• New 011 hiler
• Check and toP all nsen'iaJ tIuids
up 10 'h ptn!
-Chedl hres

-Clean front & ,.., windows
-Vacuum ¥ehdt interior
-Cheotk WIpeR and air fillef
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I
I
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• Valldl .. ntW cat' "".rr.nties
• ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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INCLUDES:
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• Remove and replace pan gasket

II

New automatic
transmiSSion fluid
. Clean oil pan
. Complete inspection

I
I

349 .

5 • New transmission filter

'FRONT WHEEL DRIVE OR OVERDRIVE, , , ADD "000
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RAPID • RELIABLE • REASONABLE
SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN

1 036 Forest Avenue. Portland • 878-3191

185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND TIlE CORNER FROM
BOWDOIN COlLEGE, ACROSS FROM
TIlE BIG GREY CHURCH"

HOURS; Mon.-Sa/., B a,m,-6 p.m.

92 Exchange Street

•

Portland, Maine 0410 1
Phone 77-LOCOS

Open 7 Days a week

Danforth St., Portland. 7741441.

• Don't expect to find ammunition or prisoners concealed in Fort Williams tonight. But this-Bastille Day
the PSO and soprano
Andrea Matthews will be
there performing a concert
of French
music in celebration of the
200th anniversary of the raid
on Bastille and
the French revoltion. Tonight's
pops per'\

formance includes works by
French composers Bizet,
Gounod, Berlioz and Poulenc;
Gershwin's "American in
Paris;" and showtunes from
"Les Miserables" and "The
Phantom of the Opera."
Tickets for the concert are $10
($25 for a family pass, which
admits two adults and two
children). The concert begins
7:30 p.m.; Bellamy Jazz will
warm up the cr0wd beginning
at 6 p.m. For ticket information, call 773-8191. (If you
miss the PSO's program
tonight, it will be repeated at
SeaPAC in Old Orchard Beach
on Sunday evening, 934-1731.)
• ~e Theater Project co~tinues Its summer season With
a production of Thornton
Wilder's play about the
goings on in a quiet New
England town. "Our Town" is
performed in Brunswick
Thursday-Saturday at 8
p.m., Sunday at 2 p.rn.
Tickets are $10/$8.
For more information, call
729-8584.

m~

• The Bowdoin Summer
Music Festival celebrates
Brunswick's 250th anniversary in a classic style. Ray
Co mils, organist at the First
Parish Church, performs an
organ work by Bach written in
1739, the year Brunswick was
founded. Soprano Bonnie
Scarpelli performs songs with
lyrics from the poetry of
Bowdoin graduate Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow. Also
on the program are Arthur
Foote's "A Night Piece," a
Chopin sonata, and Brahm's
Trio in B major. The concert is
at 8 p.m. at the First Parish
Church, Maine St., Brunswick.
ITickets a~e $10. For more
Information, call 725-3322.

Taylor, Bonnie Raitt and Dolly
Parton. Tonight he performs
solo at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. For
more information, call 7741441.
• Other stringed instruments ... The Block Ensemble
is composed of members of
the Portland and Vermont
symphonies. Tonight they
perform a program of classical
music at 7 p.m. in Corthell
Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
This show is free and open to
the public. For more information, call 780-4076.

• David Marsh remarked,
"one reason the Cajun sound
hasn't gone national is no one
has yet made a record that can
hold a candle to the excitement of live zydeco." And
there will be plenty of ecxitement all afternoon at the
SeaPAC in Old Orchard
Beach. Live zydeco is on the
bill with Rockin' Sidney, who
won't mess with no toot toot;
fiddler Doug Kershaw; and
Cajun-influenced country
musicians Eddy Raven and
Jimmy C. Newman. The
music begins at noon. There
will also be lots of Cajun
cooking catered by Randol's
Restaurant and Cajun Dance
Hall in Lafayette, La. Tickets
for the show are $15; $20 will
• Steamers and fried clams get you into the show and
are not the only reason to
filled to the brim with Cajun
head up to Yarmouth today,
food. Tickets are available at
but they're reason enough for the box office, Ticketron and
most people. The Yarmouth
Teletron (800-382-8080). For
Clam Festival is taking place
all weekend in downtown
Yarmouth, with most of the
clams and other food sold on
Memorial Green (you can't
miss it). There are rides and
entertainment all day long
ending with fireworks at
9:15 p.m. For a complete schedule of
events at the festival
see page 11.
• Motown comes
to Maine. Junior
Walker and the All
Stars, best known
for their hit "Shot
gun," are in town
tonight for two
shows at 7 and 9 p.m.
at Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. This
show is a guaranteed
good time. Tickets are $10
in advance, available at
Zootz and Amadeus Music.
For information, call 773-8187.

• Texas blues can be heard
in the Old Port tonight when
Dallas guitarist Will
"Smokey" Logg and his band
the Flamethrowers take the
stage at Horsefeathers. Just
follow the trail of sawdust to
193 Middle St., Portland.
more information, call 9341731.

• If it's not another sleepy

Monday night, this must be
bluegrass heaven. New Crass
Revival, reputed to be the
hottest bluegrass act in the
country, graces a Portland
stage tonight at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
for the show are $10. The
show begins at 9 p.m. For
more information, call 7736886.

Don't let appearances fool you. Junior Walker
will not be in town with Sam Moore, but he
will be here with his band the All Stars
July 15 at Zootz.

• Deering Oaks Park is a
carnival today through Sunday for the Greater Portland
Chamber of Commerce's
Deering Oaks Family Festival
- lots of food, fast rides, and
plenty of free entertainment.
For kids, there is a children's
area and the days are full C?f
things for kids to do. For
bigger kids, head down after
work tonight for diversions
that begin with a modern
dance performance at Center

Stage by the local company
Oxygen Debt at 5:30 p.m. The
Mellissa Hamilton Jazz Quartet performs a dinner concert
at the bandstand at 6. To• The first annual Cotton
night's evening concert is The Street Festival is a benefit for
Music Makers Big Band. For a the homeless. This outdoor
complete schedule of events
music festival will be held in
see page 19.
the parking lot at the corner of
Spring and Center streets,
which is owned by the two organizers of the event Lawrence Kelley and Mark
O'Reilly. Kelly and O'Reilly
have lined-up plenty of local
musicians and perforn1ers: In
• Matthew Brady (1823Transition, Crazy Moonbeam,
1889) documented the Civil
Darien Brahms, The Kopterz,
War in photographs. "Matthew Brady's America" is the Bates Motel, Rockin' Vibration
Kendall Morse, Carter Logan,
subject of a lecture given
Jeff
Aumuler and Haven
tonight by Dr. Draper Hunt,
Moses.
Proceeds from ticket
chairperson of the history
department at USM, at 7 p.m. sales will be donated to the
Preble Street Resource Center,
in the Moot Court Room at
which operates a soup kitchen
the Law School on Deering
Avenue, Portland. The lecture and works to place Portland's
is free and open to the public. homeless in housing. Tickets
to the festival at $5 and are
For more information, call
available
at Aunti Leoni's on
780-4076.
Pine Street, as well as Three
Dollar Deweys and Gritty
McDuffs on Fore Street.
Entertainment begins at noon
and continues until 10 p.m.
• David Crisman has been Your ticket will allow you slip
playing a mean folk mandolin in and out throughout the
day. For more information,
for over 20 years, recording
with musicians such as James call 772-7077.
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I>i\b 1l~L1rs

k.d. lang
& The Reclines
Saturday. July 30th
8:00 PM
Portland City Hall Auditorium

I\j

Tickets $14 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music

, fJ/6 SOVNOS t~OW(AlL OVER
Take Out

1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS

772-0360
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Next Concert: World Saxaphore Quartet,
Sat. Aug. 19 Cambodian Festival Sat. Aug .26

. - - PRESENTS - - .

rP:.
1hFfIMILY
cFfSI1VAL

'ULY 18·23 0 1989
CpORTUII)-CJ4AIItE

See page 19

Attack of the Summer
Soundtracks
featuring
Peter Gabriel-"Passio
Last Temptation of
Christ"
"Great Balls of Fire"
"Batman"-Prince
"Earth Girls are Easy"
10 Exchange St. Lower Level
Old Port

LIA

SONS

JULY 14·15
ll4£ ~I(y ~~f\

~~

JULY 15·18

SAT-SUN MAT 3:15
SUN-TUES 7,9

/) ";f'.(ttU-I/"'C
"

KANGAROO
JULYI9-23

R
WED-SAT 7,9
SAT-SUN MAT 1

e.;;,-..- Saturday, July 15th
Two Shows 7 & 9 p.m.
Tix @ Amadeus Music & Zootz
31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND· 773-8187
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Signa of Life Arthur Kennedy leads a
superb cast in this tale of a closing
boat-building shop somewhere
downeast and the changes the closing
brings into the lives of the people wha
work there. The movie is simple.
Nothing is overdone. There is no
attempt to authenticate accents, which
takes the movie out of Maine and brings
it into a world of universal experience.
The characters are played down rather
than being giwn traits which would
stretch their credibility. This is one of
the best movies of the summer.
Slar Trek V They say the Enterprise
has reached The Final Frontier, but I
fear William Shalner and Leonard
Nimoy will never be Lost In Space
enough for my tastes. This Star Irek
feature is the first directed by Shalner
and the first Star Trek movie to find
God. One word of waming, there are
Trekkies with their paraphemalia at the
movie theater.
Weekend At Bemle'. Two guys find
themselves invited to a beach house
for a weekend with a dead host, who for
some complicated-plot-twist reason
must be believed to bealive. The movie
centers around a party with a proppedup corpse as the butt of the movie's
jokes.
When Herry Met S.II~ Rob Reiner
directed this comedy about modem
relationships . With Meg Ryan , Billy
Crystal and Carrie Fisher.

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
Listings mu.t be received b~ 5 pm the Thunday prior to publlcetlon
Ann Sitomer, Casco Be~ W_kl~, 187 C .. rk Street, Portlend 04102

UNDER PARIS SKIES/FRI. JULY
AT

FORT

Rain site:
Portland City
Hall Aud.
Bellamy Jazz
Band at 6 pm.
Tickets: $10.
Discounts avail.

WILLIAMS

PARK,

CAPE

ELIZABETH

PICNIC~OPS
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TOSHIY UKI SHIM ADA , M USIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR

CALL

773-819

Andrea
Matthews,
soprano
Concert
sponsor: GinnMarvin Moving
& Storage Co.

Come in and try Rul7y's World famous

Grilled Chicken
·
h
SandW1C
$425

With your choice of toppings from

our topping bar!

Also visit the best

soup and' salad bar
around!

•

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
Late Nights
Julius Ceasar
Los Olvidados
The Rage of Paris
The Divorce of
lady X
17 MON Man Oncle
18TUE Masculine-Feminine

13 THU
14 FRI
15 SAT
16 SUN

Night at the Movies
Evenings
13
14
15
16

M

19 WED

THU Made for Each Other
Happy Go Lucky
FRI
SAT The Captive Hearl
SUN The Man on the

Eiffel Tower
17 MON Eternally Yours
18TUE Tulsa
19 WED Santa Fe Trail

BOWDOIN
SUMMER MUSIC
FESTIVAL

A series of six chamber concerts

featuring the Aeolian Chamber
Players and their guests

Friday, July 14
8:00p.m.
First Parish Church, Brunswick
Special Concert celebrating the
250th Anniversary oj the Town oj
Brunswick!
Works ojBach, Brahms, Chopin,
and New England composers

Featured artists:
Soprano Borrnie Scarpelli
Flutisl Robert Willoughby
Pianist Michael Gurt

new and professional
organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands_

m

laying...R & B, Motown,
Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.
Call: 774·4349
or 767·0873
July 14-15 Rosa's' Portsmouth NH
July 19-20 Port Gardens •
Kennebunkport

• Every Sunday·
Casco Bay Lines

Music Excursion 5-8p.m_
Fl 1.1.

~IZE
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SILVER
SCREEN
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Dangereuses" by Choderlos de
Laclosis the story of the powerful
Marquise de Merteuil and her
lover and conspirator Vicomte
de Valmont. The story has been
the subject of several stage and
screen adaptations, the most
accessible being Christopher
Hampton's interpretation which
was first produced by the Royal
Shakespeare Company in 1985
and adapted for film last year by
Stephen Frears_
Frears' movie "Dangerous
Liaisons" is being released on
videocassette this week and plays
on the pretty-big screen at The
Movies on Exchange Street
through Sunday.
Most commentaries on stage
plays adapted for the silver
screen consist in comparing the
two versions_ The theatrical
production usually wins, which
is just too bad for us folk who live
off,off,offBroadway. But I made
a special trip to Broadway two
years ago to see the Marquise de
Merteuil and Hampton's
interpretation of her story. The
movie wins_
The story of sexual espionage
is elevated above its previous
forms in Frears' interpretation_
The characters have a
spontaneity
and
selfconsciousness they lack in the
original series of letters through
which their experiences were
presented to the reader complete
and assimilated.
The film returns to the story
the intimacy it loses in the stage
version, where the story is acted
out no larger than life and 100
feet away. What appeared bawdy
on stage is seductive when
whispered between lovers. The
movie audience is privy to the
conspiracy as it unfolds, We are
so close that we become wrapped
up in the characters' minds and
hearts. We are unable to wrench
ourselves away and make the
moral judgements that would
make de Lados' story easier to
swallow.
AM 5itomer

BetlNln Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). 'Balman" - the
movie - is directed by TIm Burton
('Beetlejuice') and the sets are
designed by Anton Furs~ who designed
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's "Full Metal
Jacket, " among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.

Deed Poet. Soclet~ Robin Williams
is both the main attraction and the least
en~cing feature of director Peter Weir's
movie about a group of schoolboys in a
strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Williams) to look beyond the ordinary
and to live their own dreams rather
than confonn to the expectations of
their parents and schoolmasters.
Williams' acting does little to inspire; he
impersonates famous people of the
20th century reciting Shakespeare and
fills his eyes with water on demand.
Fortunately his character gives the rest
of the story the impetus it needs to
carryonwithouthim. Usingthehaunting
and mys~ca1 images that have become
his trademark, Weir makes the boys'
initiation ioto life, love and poetry
extraordinary.
Do The Right Thing Spike Lee, the
young black director who directed
"She's Gotta Have It' and 'School
Daze: ljOes beyond plot with his
filmmaking
to
expose
our
misunderstandings and prejudices. His
latest movie is about a day in the lives
of the residents of Brooklyn
neighborhood. With Spike Lee, Danny
Aiello and Ossie Davis.

•••

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Maine Mall Road,S Portland
n4-1022
L.thal . . .pon II CR)
12:45, 2. 4:25. 7.9:30
••tm.n CPO.131
1:30,4:30, 7:20,10

Honey, I SIvu'IIr; the Kleis and
Tummy lI'oubl. CPOI

1.3:10,5:20, 7:25.9:35

D•• d Poet. Socl.ty CPO)

on_

1:30,4,7, 9:35

IncI......
.nd the La.t Crusade CPOI
12:45,3:45,7.9:50
W _ _ At ••mI •• IPOI
12:45,2;50,5;10,7:25,9:40
p.car P.n CGI
11 :45. 1:40.3:30,5:20,7:30

Nickelodeon

Tomple and MIddle, Portland
n2-9751
Do The Righi Thing CRI
1:20, 4:10,7:20,9:40
lopens July 14)
o.••t ••11a of FI.. tPo.l3)
1 :15. 4, 7:10, 9::10
Ino 9:30 show Friday)
K • • t. Kid IllIPO)
1:20.4:10. 7:20.9:40
(Ihrough July 13)
"gns of Llf. CPG-f31
1:40,4:05.7:10,9:10
Oho.t_t_11 CPOI
1:50, 4:30, 7:30. 9:50
(no 9:50 show salUrday)
ollkaam.II'C)
1:15,4 , 7:10,9:30

Field of Dreams
Ray Kinsella, an ex-hippie Iowa farmer
who plows down a com field to build a
baseball diamond prompted by a voice
that tells him , 'If you build it, he will
come: an ambiguous enough phrase
to take on a "WOrld" of meaning
necessary to this shallow but
entertaining movie. Shoeless Joe
Jackson, a writer who has put down the
f>8':l, a doctor who dreamed of playing
In the major leagues, and Kinsella and
his deceased fatheraraallgiven second
chance to live their dreams on the
baseball field.
Ghostbusle,. II At least they didn't
mess with the theme song! The sequel
offers no surprises . There are some
good comic moments and more slime
than in the first part, but the plot and
special effects just don't live up to the
original.
Greet Ben of Fire Dennis Quaid plays
Jerry Lee Lewis in this musical about
Lee's early career and hiS marriage to
his 13-year-<l1d cousin Myma (Winona
Ryder). Quaid's facial contortions
bothered me and when someone
compared his expressions to Daffy
Duck's I knew why. Otherwise, the
movie is with some interesting twists.
The drama is toned down, but the
choreography is beefed up. The best
scenes are the barroom scenes inwhich
the patrons really get down and dirty.
Ho_~, I Shrunk the Kids and
Tumm~ Trouble is a Walt Disney
double feature. The title speaks for
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids." 'Tummy
Trouble" stars the stars of Toon Town
- Roger Rabbit, Baby Henman and
Jessica - in this fully animated feature.
IlNIgl_ .Iohn Lennon This documentary includes footage from
Lennon's childhood and his days with
the Beades but it focuses primarily on
Lennon's life with Yoko Ono, who supplied most of the film. This is required
viewing for Beatles fans .

KarBle Kid III (pG)
SNEAK PREVIEWS
UHF CP0.13)

Friday. July 14. 9:10 pm
When Harry M.t s.ny tR)
salurtlay, July 15, 9:40 pm

The Movies

10 Exchange. Portland
n2-9600
The Rock, Horror Plct... Show CR)
July 14-15B1 11 :30 pm

Sat-Sun mal at 1
Kang.roo CRI
July 15-18
Sat-Sun mal at 3:15
Son-Tue It 7, 9
I.... gl... ,john Lannon CR)
July 19-23
Wed-Sat BI 7, 9
SBI-Sun mal BI 1

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza

854-9'16

MovIes 818 not sdleduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm times
Star _
V CPQ.13)
7:15,9:15, weekend mal. Bll ;15, 3;15

OIIoatbuat.... " CPO)
7. 9, weekend mBls BI I, 3
Fleld.f _
CPO)
7;15, 9 :15, _end mal, Bl1:15, 3:15
0 _ ......, FIN CPO.tal
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3
K_IIl. Kid III CPOI
7:15,9:15, _end mals Bll ;15, 3;15

Evening Star

Schedule subJect to change
TonIln. Mall. Brunswick
728-5486

Prides Corner Drive-In
BrIdg10n Road, w..,brook
797-3154

Saco Drive·ln
ROUI.l, Saco
282"-43116

•••
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IndieNt .lone. end lhe La.t
Cruea. The third part in the Indiana
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescentlndie and
Sean Connery lays aside his reputation
as a man of adventure to play Indie's
stolid academic father .
Llc_ce to KIII1'imothy Dalton retums
as James Bond, who will rid the world
of its drug -cartels single-handedly.
Peler PsnWaltDisney's 1953animated
classic about Never-Never Land and
Pet'J'8tual childhood retums.
The Rocky Horror PIcture Show
is acu~movieextravaganza. The story,
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by JIBOpie
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet (eons
before she became the sex goddess
she is today). Tim Curry is woriderlul in
leather and lace, sl~ing 'Sweet
Transvestite" (in fac~ thiS is the only
part of the movie I'd see again). The
movie had a large cult following with
people in the audience reciting lines,
singing, and throwing things at the
screen and at unsuspecting movie
goers. Do these goings on still occur?
You will have to see for yourself.

Raoul Jr. born!
7 lbs., 4 oz. - July 1, 1989

+SUNDAY
.Iohn Csle (acoustic) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth 51., Portland. 774-1441 .
Carol & the Cbsrm.,. (rock) Old
PortTavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
The Reel Bend (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
Sevo~ Truffle (rock) The Pound, Shore
Rd. Cape Neddick.
Mu.lc .Iems Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12-6 pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441; Reggae Jam Session with Dani
Tribesman7-11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886; Open Mike
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland.
774-1441 .

Join the celebration
all month long!

*
Free Parking * Free Restrooms
* Balloons * National Entertainment
1st concert
after studio
production wI
Lou Reed of
Andy Warhol
tribute

+MONDAY

MON/JULY17
In Portland for one night only to begin
filming LOBSTEROIDS (the movie)

N.w G..... Revlvel (bluegrass)
Raoul's, 865 ForestAve, Portland. 7736886.
Glenn Phlllipe Band (rock) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth 51., Portland. 774-1441.
Carol & the Cbsrme,. (rock) Old
PortTavem, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
The Re.1 Bend (rock) Mr. Goodlar, 8
West Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.

SESE BUELL &
THE GARGOYLES
w/TWISTED ROOTS
10 o'clock SHARP

+THURSDAY +TUESDAY
Furious Melons and Clockwl.e
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 7612506 .
Stevie & The Bleckout. (rock)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S.
Portland. 767-4677.
Scruffy The Cal (rockabilly/rock) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth 51., Portland. 7741441 .
The Bre.kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
Siald CI. .ve. (acousticl Amigo's, 9
Dana, Portland. 772-0772.
The Shlttons ('60s music) T-Bird's,
126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
FI_tlng Bosis (rock) Old PortTavem,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
The Shlfte,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
Block~erd (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
The Nltellfe. (r&b) Aqua Lounge,
Short Sands, York Beach. 363-7578.

+FRIDAY

F,.,d

D.n'.... u. LI.lson. CR)
July 12-16
Wed-Sa! BI 7. 9;15

MUSIC
CLUBS

No R_I Nelghbore (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 51., S. Portland.
767-4677.
Red LIght Revue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Vito & The Groove Kings (funk)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
773-35Ot.
floating Boat. (rock) Old PortTawm,
11 Mou~on, Portland. 774-0444.
The Whltewen. ('60s music) Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
.Ieke & Rollercoe.ter (rock) The
Pound, Shore Rd. Cape Neddick.
Tom Bucci Sr. (jazz trio) Little Willies,
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Scott Oekle~ (jazz) Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. 87 t -0063.
The Shlfte,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
934-9285.
Block~erd (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
S1eld CI__ (acoustic) Jameson
Tavern, Main 51., "Freeport. 865-4196.

15

The Mlght~ Dlemonds (reggae) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth 51., Portland. 7741441.
Bed Habit. (rock) Old Port Tavem,11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Koplerz (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8 West
Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach. 9349285 .
Red Siren (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.

Ticket Info, 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

+WBJNESDAY
Bad Menne,., Leurel Akin. and
Blm Skale Blm (ska) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441.
Bed Heblt. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Koplerz (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8 West
Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
Red Light Revue (r&b) every Wed at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
7~86.

+DANCING

No Reel Nelghbon (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Picken St., S. Portland.
Z_tz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
767-4677.
music and new music; Fri:PostModem
Broken Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
- all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441.
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House - all
Febulous Heevywelght. (blues)
ages. 773-8187.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
The Excbsnge Club, 33 Exchange,
773-6886.
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
The Double Noughl SpI. . and The
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.
BroocI('60smusic)Geno's, 13 Brown,
BoogIe Bah Alcohol and smoke-free
Portland. 761-2506.
dance first Friday of each month: Aug
Vito & The Groove King. (funk)
4, 9:30 pm-12:30 am at Ram Island
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle, Portland.
Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave,
773-3501 .
Portland. Admission js $3.
The Whltewen. ('60s music) Moose
Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246. KI. . Club Night for singles Fridays, 8
pm at the Ramada Inn, outer Congress
Red Light Revue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
51., Portland. 773-1688.
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Flostlng B_t. (rock) Old PortTavem,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Ro~ F ... z_ (jazz trio) Little Willies, 36
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.
Scolt Oekle~ (jazz) Blue Moon, 425 After
Dark Agelnsl
Ald.
Fore, Portland. 871-0063.
Entertainment and festivities at area
The Nltellfes (r&b) The Pound, Shore
nightclubs to raise money for the AIDS
Rd. Cape Neddick.
Project July 14-Sep 7. The schedule is
Sieid Cleeves (acoustic) Jameson
as follows: JUll14, Dry Dock, Red
Tavern, Main 51., Freeport. 865-4196.
Light Revue; Ju 15, Old Port Tavem,
The Shlfte,. (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
The Floating
ats; July 21 , The
West Grand Ave., Old Orchard Beach.
Exchange Club. OJ Dance Party; July
934-9285.
27, Zootz, an ultimate dance Party ;
Block~erd (rock) The Brunswick, 34
July 28, Underground, music and video
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934dancenight;Aug 5, Geno's, new music,
4873.
live bands;Aug6, Tree Cafe, r&bdance
Shlrle~ Lewis (r&blMotown) Aqua
party night; Aug 19, indoor block party,
Lounge, ShortSands, York Beach . 363Temple Beth-EI; Aug 24, Raoul's, Mixed
7578.
Nuts Comedy Troupe, 8 pm; Aug 2526, Spring Point Cafe, Haven Moses
and Day N' Night Barbecue; Sep 7,
Moose Alley, The Gordons.
The Tall Galo,. July 21 at Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Lost PIlots, K1dstlHand Mery Ann'.
Secrel Lust (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, T_ts end the Ma~ten. July 27 at
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland.
Portland. 76t-2506.
774-1441.
.Iunlor W.lker end The All SI.,.
(Motown) 7 and 9 pm, Zootz, 31 Forest Buckwheet Z~deco July 31 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
773-6886.
The Nltellfes(r&b) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Brok_ Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.

and clams now being
served on our all new
raw bar!

+UPCOMING

+SATURDAY

+MORE

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550
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presents

The Kln~nd I K.K. Preece plays

E1\SH0RE
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by Dave Marsh

PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

Old Orchard Beach
Sunday, July 16 • Noon
Eddy Raven· Jimmy C. N_man
Doug Ker.haw • Roddn' Sidney

BOB
DYLAN

Censorship doesn't take a summer vacation

An Authentic
Cajun <l Zydeco

with G.E. Smith
Kenny
Aaronson
Christopher
Parker
special guest:

Music <l Food
Tour of AmcriCi

'89

STEVE
EARLE

Cajun Cuisine by Randofs Res/Burant d

Friday, July 21 • 7:30 p.m.

Lala~.

LA

Saturday, July 29 • 7:30 p.m.

Fantasy Tour

11fEBeach Boys

Returning to Maine
by popular demand...

Little Fe t
with special guest

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
in one of the {}{f@ITfE~if
double bills this summer!

Also Appearing
_ :J'!

Aug. 8: ROD STEWART
Aug. 10: TIFFANY/NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK/TOMMY PAGE
Aug. 12: ANDERSON, BRUFORD, WAKEMAN & HOWE
Aug. 13: DOLLY PARTON SHOW
Sept. 24: GEORGE STRAIT and his ACE IN THE HOLE BAND

WBLM+.

51

Tickets available at SeaPAC Box Office daily from
10 a .m. to 4 p.m., Recordland, Record Exchange,
all~ locations or by calling Teletron:
1·800·382·8080. For info call (207) 934·1731.

Rock & Roll Confidential
The first track on MCA/Camel's new "Night participatory, stylish, multi-racial and a whole
Ranger's Greatest Hits" is the 1983 single "You lot more exciting than sitting around the shanty
Can Still Rock in America." Unfortunately, it's putting a good buzz on.
Like any music, disco varied in quality. Some
not clear how much longer that will be true. The
big censorship news in June seemed to be the of it did suck. But its let's-pretend-we're-stars
decision of the 119-store Hastings Record chain attitude seemed more honest than let's-pretendnot to sell some 74 albums to anyone under the we-don't-care. And a decade after the Chicago
ageofl8,and to create its own warning labels for incident, it's encouraging to hear remakes of
records it deems "offensive." But even more disco-era hits emerging. Indeed, the disco sound
dangerous is the tremendous pressure being - under other names - never left the radio. And
brought by mall owners on record chains to stop I'm glad suburban white boys have discovered
selling controversial titles to anyone. "We have they can dance.
But not everyone has grown in ten years. A
been threatened with pickets at some stores,
which could cause us to lose our mall leases," a billboard in 51. Louis touts a nightclub with the
Camelot music executive told Billboard maga- flashing phrase, "NO DISCO!" As always, separatists talk in code.
zine. "Camelotisnot
abouttoletthathapPop life
pen. We'll pull the
+ To celebrate the
product if it comes
200th
anniversary of
to that." Who are
the
French
Revoluthese pickets? The
tion,
the
French
same right-wing
govemmentwanted
Christian groups
a videotaped interwho have already
view with James
been given veto
Brown to air in conpower over TV
junction withfootage
shows. And don't
of the florida A&M
believe thattheironly
marching band playconcern is dirty lyringJames'smusicas
ics. Do you think
it marched around
they'll allow an alParis. But South
bum to be sold that
Carolina music offitakes an abortion
cialswouldn'tallow
stand they disagree
Jerry Martln~ the original sax player with Sly it, even though the
with?
Meanwhile, in and the Family Stone, recently appeared on the French got lobbying
Rapid City,S. D., the LA TV show "Rock Roll Record" and told host help from Quincy
PMRCpressuredcity Steve Propes: "We put out our first single on Jones and Jesse
officialstogotogreat Epic and It bombed. Epic told Sly to makeamore Jackson.
+ At last year's
lengths to block a commercial record and this really pissed Sly off.
June 16 MetaIlica/ He said he'd make the stupidest, most obvi- MonsterofRockfesCult show at the city- ously commercial record he could and make tival in England's
owned arena. 1hey Epic see how wrong they were. The record was Donington Park two
fans werecrushed to
not only ultimately "Dance to the Musk,"
death when the
failed but the show
crowd surged forprodyced the most
integrated white/Indian audience ever seen in ward to see Guns 'n' Roses. This year the police
and local council set such stringent restrictions
the Black Hills.
In Fitzgerald, Ga., the family of 16-year-old that the event had to be called off. Butin the wake
suicide MichaelWaller has sued OzzyOsbournt! of the dozens killed in similar incidents at soccer
over "Suicide Solution." Waller attorney Ben garre;intheUK,nomatcheshavebeencancelied.
+South African musician Mzwakhhee MbuJi,
Mills claims the culprits are "subliminal messages" and "hemisync" sound waves, which he "detained" in prison under the governments
calls fonns of mind control that do not have First "state of emergency," has had his new album.
Amendment protection, (In reality, the song's "Change is Pain," banned because apartheid
highlyunsubliminal lyrics speakagainst suicide.) security forces claim it would "encourage revoWherearetheRIAA,theNationalAssociation lution."Thealbum'savailableinthe U.S. through
of Record Merchandisers, and all the industry's Rounder,
+WhenKZEW /DallasDJKenBakerreceived
wealthy and powerful stars amidst all this renews of a tornado sighting June 7, he immedipression? Call us if you see 'em.
ately announced it on the air. His boss stormed
into the control room and reprimanded him for
Disco nights
Tom Barber writes from St, Louis: On July 12, not waiting until the next scheduled break in the
1979, anyone lninging adisco record to Comisky Park music. Baker protested that the next break was20
in Chicago got into a White Sox-Tigers doubleheader minutes away, but he was told, "Fuck' em, this is
for just 98 cents, Many in the crowd did bring disco an all-music station." Fed up, Baker quit on the
records and they were invited onto the field between spot. A twister did hit a school in the area that
games to toss them into abonfire, The event, staged by afternoon.
+ Polygram and WEA Canada will drop the
local DJ Steve Dahl, resulted in so much field damage
cardboard boxes that currently entomb CD's,
the seamd game couldn't bep/ayed.
"Disco sucks" was a popular sentiment then probably a prelude to the same thing happening
and the phrase had a bigoted leaning, rooted in down here. Cassette's are still shrink-wrapped
fear of the popularity of dance (read: minority) on both sides of the border, however,
music and its accompanying sense of style.
Inthe1970s,white,suburbanhighschoolboys
like me didn't dance, The fashion was to be
disengaged. Hops were dumb. School spirit was David Milrsh knew NDana ID 1M Music NWIIS the most
dumb, And we all suffered from the Eagles' obvious piece of commercial music recortUd in the '60s.
Didn't you? TUNES is excerpted from Rock & Roll
disease - too cool to move.
Ccmfiden1i1lI.
Subscriptions art! flIIili/Qb/t: for $24 per yt:RT
1hescenewas "mature" but not too much fun,
from
Box
15052,
lmIg &ach, CA 90815.
and I thank disco for saving my teens. It was
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FURIOUS MELONS
with CLOCKWISE

THE DOUBLE
NAUGHT SPI

.M~

from Boston

with the BROOD
(All Girl Band)

LOST PILOTS

with KIDSTIFF
and MARY ANN'S SECRET LUST
~!

.

OPEN MIKE BLUES NIGHT

13 BROWN ST., PORTLAND 761·2506

~~iiyB;~t'No

&15

Thurs, July 20

Real Neighbors
GYPSY

Fri. & Sat.
July 21 & 22

HAVEN MOSES'
~~l~8~~~. JO~I~ffiRur( ROCKASAURUS
We're Air Condltio!et" • Plenty of parking • Happy Hour 4-6

+SUNDAY

MUSIC
SHOWS
+THURSDAY
S ..1eI C1••_ (roots and folk) 12 noon,
Tommy's Park, Portland. Free and open
to the public.
St ••mbollt Trio Oazz) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
O.,..n Concert Seri.. (classical)
Music of Sowerby, Paine, ThalbenBall, Parker, Vieme, Wldor and others
performed by Rosalind Mohnsen, 7:45
pm at Portland City Hall Auditorium.
Free and open to the public. Donations
welcome.
Po....nd B .... Qulnt.t (classical)
7 pm, CortheU Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-4076.
V.nn_.Gusrt.tandharpistYoianda
Knodonassis (classical) Music by Ibert,
Saint Ssens and Beethoven at8:15 pm
at the Rockport Opera House. Tickets
are $11 at Heather Harland Shop in
Camden, The Reading Comer in
Rockland or by calling 236-2823.

+FRIDAY
In Tnlnaltlon (lunkljazz) 12 noon,
Congress Square, Portland. Free.
AIDS Fundn".lng Conc.rt (folk)
Reindeer records presents a Friday
Folk Fest to benefit their AIDS
Compilation album at 7:30 pm at the
Reiche Community Center, Brackett
SI., Portland. Performers include
Patricia Albert. Greg Burns, Mike
Domini, David Good, David Jolicoeur
and Louis-Philippe. Tickets are $4 in
advance (available at Bad Habits,
Recordland, Starbird Music, Suits Me,
VictOl)l Deli and Whari Street Cafe, or
by calling 874-9002), $5 at the door.
St_mbollt Trio OaZZ) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm1 aboard
the Longfellow
departing
Long Wharf,
Portland.IL
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
U ..... P.ri. SkI_ (classical) Portland
Symphony Orchestra performs works
by Bizet, Gounod, Gershwin, Berlioz
and others at 7:30 pm at Fort Williams
Park, Cape Elizabeth. Gates open at 6
pm to the music of <!he Ballamy Jazz
Band. Tickets are $10 general
admission, $25 for a family package
(two adults, two children). For more
information, call 773-8191.
Bowdoin Sum..... M ...lc F ••tlv.1
(classical) Works by J.S. Bach, songs
with lyrics Irom Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Arthur Foote's "A Night
Piece" and Brahm's Trio in B major are
on the program at 8 pm in the First
Parish Church, Maine St, Brunswick.
Tickets are $10. For more information,
call 725-3322.

PllII••hvur. "Absalom .nd Et.rt~
performed by the Surry Opera
Company, 6:30 pm at Nowick's Concert
Bam, Rt. 176, 2.2 miles from Rl 172,
Surry. Tickets are $10, $8 for seniors
and $6 for people under 18. For more
information, can 667-9551.
Big Chle' .nd the Contlnent.l.
(r&b) 5-8 pm, Casco Bay Lines,
departing Irom the Ferry Terminal,
Franklin and CommerCIal streets,
Portland. For ticket information, call
774-7871.
Red Light R.vue (r&b) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
Bowdoin Sum..... M ... lc F_tlv.1
(classical) Students Irom the festival
perform at 7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3895.
Wortd p ..ml_ tnllnp.t
by Portland composer Eliott Cherry will
be performed forthe 100th anniversary
of the Union Church in Northeast Harbor
at to:30 am.
R.ndy a •• n .nd Frt.nds (jazz)
Midsummer's Day Dream concert at 4
pm on the lawn at Rockcraft Lodge, At.
114, East Sabago. Donation is $5. For
more information, call 787-2876.

,.nt...

+MONDAY
Chert. . Brown Organization (latinl
swinglr&b) 12 noon, Canal Plaza,
Portland. Free.

+TUESDAY
TLC (high school choral group) 12 noon,
Monument Square, Portland. Free.
Org.n Conc.rt Serl.. (classical)
Music of Guilmant, Vieme, Diamond
andWidor's Fifth Symphony.periormed
by Leonard Raverat 7:45 pm at Portland
City Hall Auditorium. Free and open to
the public. Donations welcome.
Bowdoin Sum..... M ...lc F ••tlv.1
. (classical) Students Irom the festival
perform at 7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. For more information, call
725-3895.
B.I C.nto Qusrt.t (classical) 7 pm,
Corthell Hall, USM Gorham. Free and
open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4076.

d. cole

SS99

jewelers
The
Golden
Unicorn
10 Exchange St.
Portland

772-5119
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9
Sun 12-5

MIDCOAST
-ARTS & MEDIA
CENTER
presents
Hennessey Cognac Jazz Search semifinalist

BRAD 1ERRY
THE FRIENDS OF JAZZ
Saturday, July 15 • 7:30pm
Tickets: $10 in advance, $12 at door
Available by credit card at 832-6373 &
at MacBeans Music in Brunswick
This concert made possible In part by
Midcoast Energy Systems
of DamaJiscotta.

MIDCOAST ARTS & MEDIA CENTER
Main st. (Rt. 220) Waldoboro Village

T .... t.. Org.n Specl.1 Jimmy
Paulin organist Irom radio City Music
Hall will periorm on a Wurlitzer Theatre
Organ, a three-manual, 14-rank organ
at 7:30 P'!' in the auditorium of Loranger
Memonal School, Saco Ave. Old
Orchard Beach. Tockets are $5, $2.50
for people under 20 and over 65.
Proceeds Irom the ticket sales will go
toward the ongoing maintenance and
restoration of the 1922 Wurlitzer organ.
For more information, call 839-5700
(evenings).
Th. Boyz (rock) Summer Family
Concert Series, 7:30 pm, Brunswick
Mall. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call the Brunswick
Area Chamber of Commerce 725-8797.

+UPCOMING

+SATURDAY

0'

14KbiUe
topaz and
diamond
pendant
peart
enhancer

$.

+WEDNESDAY

V.nn_.Qusrt.t
and harpist
Knodonassis (classical)
Music Yolanda
by Ibert,
Saint Ssen s and Beethoven at 8: 15 pm
at the Rockport Opera House. Tickets
are $11 at Heather Harland Shop in Portl.nd String Qusrt.t performs
Camden, The Reading Corner in
Hayden's Quartet in F Minor, Opus 20
Aockland or bv calling 236-2823.
#5 and Schubert's Quartet in 0 Minor
P.II••hvlll'.,lAbs. 10m .nd Et.rI"
July 2.3, 3:30 pm in the histoncal
performed by the Surry Opera
Spurwlnk Church, At. 77, Cape
Company 6'30pmatNowick'sConcert
Ehzabeth. TIckets are $5 and may be
Bam, At. '176, 2.2 miles from At. 172,
purchased at Thomas Memonal
Surry Tockets are $10 $8 lor seniors
Ubrary, Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Ehzabeth.
and $6 for people un~r 18. For more ' K.D, Lang & The ~.cline. J~I~ 30,
information, call 667-9551.
8 pm at Portland CIty Hall Audltolum.
For ticket InformatIOn, call 774-0465.
B •• tlll. D.y Conc.rt. (classical)
Waterville Valley Orchestra with Littl. F••t July 29 at Seashore
soprano Aoberta Alexander performs
Periormlng Arts Centre, Old Orchard
Charles lvas' "Overture of 1776' and
Baach. For ticket information, call 934otherworksat8 pmin The Town Square
1731.
Pavilion. Tockets are $20-$27. Formore
information, call 603-236-4166.

B.II.my J.zz B.nd Harbor cruise
7:30- 10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
Bob Dyl.n 7:30.Seashore Periorming
Arts Center, Old Orchard Beach.
Tickets $18 and are available at the
box office, Ticketron and T eletron (800382-8080) . For more information, call
934-1731.
B . .tlll. D.y Conc.rt of all French
music periormed by the Portland
Symphony Orchestra at 7:30 pm at
The lakeside Center for the Performing
ArtsatCMVTI,1250TumerSt.,Aubum.
For ticket inlormation, call 777-5262.
Anothe. B ••tlll. D.y Conc.rt
(classical) The Waterville Valley
Orchestra and guitarist Ca~os BarbosaLima perform Aaron Copland's "Music
for Theatre: Igor Stra\llnsky's "Ebony
Concerto' and George Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue' at 8 pm in The
Town Square Pavilion. Tickets are $20$27. For more information, call 603236-4166.
.
Brad •• ny .nd The Friend.
Juz perform at 7:30 pm at the Waldo
Theatre in Waldoboro. Tickets are $\ 0
in advance, $12 at the door. For more
information, cal 832-6373.

Anna in
ers and Hammerstein's hit
through Ju 30 at the Maine State
Music Theater, Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin
College,
Brunswick.
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and
Sun. Tockets are $10-$20. For more
information, call 725-8769.
C.I.b •• tlon
B •• n
Student
performances Fridays at 8 pm. Tockets
are $5 for adults, $2.50 for children.
The Celebration Barn is located on
Stockfarm Rd., off Rt. 117, S. Paris.
For more information, call 743-8452.
B .... D.nc. F_tlv.1 FI ..... Works
from repertory, composition, and
improvisation classes and other
selected choreography by faculty and
students July 14, 8 pm in Schaeffer
Theater, Bates College, Lewiston.
Tockets are $3. For more information,
call 786-6077.
Ab •• m. & And ••• on tOth
Annlv.....ry Show Improvisational
comedy July 14-15,8 pm atthe Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave., Portland. TIckets are $10. For
reservations, call 774-0465.
All'. W.II Th.t End. W.II
Shakespeare's comedy is performed
July 13, 15, 19 at 8 pm at the Theater
at Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13.
For more inlormation, call 933-9999.
W.nc_la. Squa.. Larry Shue's
comedy about life in Prague before
and after the uprising of 1968 July 14,
16, 20 at 8 pm at the Theater at
Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13. For
more information, call 933-9999.
Winnl. the Pooh Young People's
Theater production Wednesday and
Saturday afternoons through Aug 12 at
2 pm on the side lawn of the Theater
Project, School St., Brunswick. Tickets
are $4. For more inlormation, call 7298584 .
Th. Country WII. Restoration
comedy by William Wycher1y July 2123, 26 and 28 at 8 pm (mabnees Aug
26, 30, Sep 1) at the Theater at
Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13. For
more information, call 933-9999.
Plan.tarium Show. Southworth
Planetarium, 96 Falmouth St., Portland
(USM campus). Astronomy shows:
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at
7:30. laser light shows: Wednesday
"Son of a Wel~ Tempered Laser"
(classical) 8:30 pm, Friday Pink Floyd's
'Dark Side of the Moon" 8:30, and
Saturday "Top 40 Show' 7:30 and Pink
Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon- 8:30.
Admission is$3 for adults, $2 for seniors
and children. For more information,
call 780-4249.
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ON
STAGE

Calvin? Musical comedy about the life
and times of Calvin Coolidge through
Aug 6 at the Schoolhouse Performing
Arts Center, Rts. 114 and 35 in Sebago
Lake Village. Performances are ThuSatat8pm,Sun at2pm. Tickets are $8
in advance; $10 at the door ($41$5 for
children and seniors). For more
information, call 642-3743.
Our Town by Thomton Wilder July 1423 at the Theater Project, 14 School
St, Brunswick. Periormances are ThuSat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are
$101$8. For more information, call 729-

8584.

GALA

Po.tI.nd D.moc •• tlc
City
Committ_ F.mily Fun Day
Picnic at Fort Williams Park, Cape
Elizabeth July 15, 12-4 pm. Picnic will
be provided as well as softball, croquet,
and children's games. Tickets are $6
for adults , $3 for children under 12. For
tickets call 871-7232.
Union Ham,. .t Maine Amateur Aadio
Day will be celebrated at the Union
Hamfest at Union Fairgrounds. Gates
open to the public at 8 am. General
admission is $2 per person. Fleamarket
sales space is an additional $1. For
more information contact the Maine
Hamfest Association at P.O. Box 84,
East Vassalboro, Maine, 04935.
Loul.l.n. Styl. Cajun F . .t with
Cajun food and musoc and dancing
with Eddy Raven, Jimmy C. Newman.
Doug Kershaw and Rockin' Sidney July
16, 2-6 pm at the Seashore Performing
Arts Center, Old Orchard Beach.
Tickets are $16.501$21.50 with food,
available at the box office, Ticketron
and Teletron (800-382-8080). Formore
information, call 934-1731.
Antlqu.rl.n Book••
F.lr
Dealers from allover the East Coast
July 16, 9 am-5 pm at Morrell
Gymnasium , Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.
.
PAUSICA'. Sixth Annu.1 FI •• t.
Celebration of the 10th anniversary of
Nicaragua's rewlution July 19, 7:30
pm at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland.
Deborah Shaffer's documentary "Fire
From the Mountain' about the
Sandinista commander Omar Cabezas
and the overthrow of the Somoza
govemment will be shown at 7:30.
Dancing to Salsa and Latin music 9-1.
Silent ;luction. Proceeds will go to
PAUSICA and Oats for Peace for
Nicaragua. Admission is $5. For more
information, call 773-7873.
Cotton St. . .t F ••tlval Benefit
Festival for the Homeless Music by
Bates In Transition, Crazy Moonbeam,
Darien Brahms, The Kopterz and more
July 22, 12 noon-\ 0 pm at the parking
lot bordered by Spring, Center, Cotton
and Fore Sts., Portland. All proceeds
will benefit Preble Street Aesource
Center. For more information, call 7727077.

I1....

+MORE

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
July 12 Raoul's Dance Party
July 14-15 Dry Dock
July 15 Aft. Shawmut Private
July 16 Cruise on Longfellow [] 7:'.fJ
July 19 Raoul's Dance Party

July 21-22 Bretton Woods Club, N.H.
July 22 Aft. Center Harbor, N.H.
July 2}29 We're on 'hcation!
July 30 Cruise on the Longfellow II, 7:30
July 31 Maine Music Awards
w~ay Leno- Lewiston Raceway

Cruises have been selling out! Join the fun this Sunday at 7:30 on the
Longfellow II. Also appearing Aug. 27 with Ray Charles. See you there.

OUf

Maine Music Awards Best
RhvtJ:!!!! & Blues Band 2 Years Running!
Specializing in We,ddulgs, ,"Olno,,,,,,, & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

·2802

LOOKING
FOR

20, 21, 22 • Mr, Goodbar's
Old Orchard Beach, ME

July 23 • Longfellow Cruise
7:30-10:00 pm
Portland, ME

DON'T GET MAD••• GET UPSET!
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Casco &y Wetkly

Bowdoin College Musewn of Art,
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Mexican ~estaura.nt
Waterinal
Hole
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Open 4 p.m . • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
g242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME • 874-6444 ;3

~ .TIOJUAN'S~Concord, NH.MARGAIUTA'S-Orono, ME' ~

ON THE

WALL
+OPENlNG

is pleased to announce
the opening of her new
office at:
323 Marginal Way

Portland, Me.
Dr. Oby would like to open her office to all family
members for their general health care including:
• Complete Physicals • Gynecologic Exams
• Osteopathic Manipulation • Well-Child Care
• Individual Counseling
Office Hours: Mon·Fri 8 AM· 5PM
For -an appointment, please call

773-2109.
Directions: Exit 7 (Franklin St.) off 295 - Ample free parking.

Etchings by Plranesl and the Villa Bittnca
(through July 16); Perspec1ives: UsaAlien
(through July 30); "Raven's Grove," a
major ~nting by ArdreN Wyeth (through
1989); SkoWhegan '89 (through August
20); Waller Kuhn: Paintings, "Drawings,
Prints (through AlI\l.19); Sentinels of the
Coast: Images of Lighthouses (through
Sep 10). 775-6148.
Portland Public Ubrllry, Monument
Square, Portland. "Fashion," abstract penancHr-k<ia.vi1gsby lee Thompsonlhrough
Aug 18. Hours: Mm, Wed and Fri 9 am~
pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm, Sat 9 am-5pm.
7734761 .
Portland ScI-' of Art Photo GlllIery,
619 Con!J"ess St, Portland. Paintings and
crav.;ngsbyseniorstudentJenniferWagnis
through Aug 1. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm.
775-6t53.
Union of Maine ~I Artist. Show
Over 100 paintings, photographs and
sculptures by union a1ists through July 14
at the West End Gallery, 34 Danforth St.,
Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat 1t am -5 pm,
Sun 12-4 pm. 775-7949.
Gallery 127, t 27 MckIe, Portland. FIoraIs
and stililijes by Lynne Drexlerthrough July
15 (gallery closed July 1-10). Hours: TueFri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 773-331.7Dun V.......... GaI..,.,60Hampshoe
St, Portland. New wor1<s by Dozier Bell,
I..a1y Hayden, Charles HewItt, Betsy Meyer,

SlephenMstoIandRobertWrlchellhrough

All we ask is that
you remain open

If you're

apprehensive
about calling a
dating service,
we understand
If you're nerv,...o_u.s~=":.--.:...
about
I
picking
up the phone,
that's o.k.
Most people
are.
OWNER- Julia

minded.

Everything
is totally
professional

and
confidential
And just
think. ..
one phone
call might
just change
your life"
Pozzy

+$~P*ll:~I{K~$#{ 883-1003
DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

OUR TOWN
by THORNTON· WILDER • Directed by AL MILLER
JULY 13-23
Performances Thursday-Saturday 8p.m .,
Sunday 5 p.m. Tickets $7/$8/$10;
$12 gala opening, July 14.
For reservations or ticket information
please call 729-8584. VlSA/MC
14 SOmOL STREET, BRUNSWICK, ML 04{) 1 t

•

•

"

.;

There's
only
one way
to come
out
ahead
of the
pack.

(,
American
Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING
FOR
YOUR LIFE

July 23. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat.SIJn 1-5
pm and by appointment 772-2042.
W. .t SIde Resta...nt,5B Pine, Portland.
Mixed media assemblages by Lori Austitl
through Aug 20. 773-8223.
Congreas SquMoeGaIery,594Ca-(jress,
Portland. New work by Jill Hoy, Renry
Isaacs, Steve Kennedy, Michael H. Lewis,
Rob'Pollen and
Scherer through
Aug 5. Hooo;: Mln-Sat 10an-5 pm. 774-

Presenl" group show of rosier artisrs n£N(

work, as well as vintage AmeIican wor1<s
of art Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm.
Mai... Audubon Society, 118 U.S. Rt
1, Falmouth. Sculptures by Leo & Lee
Osborne of Warren Maine through July
31 . Hours: Mln-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12
noon-5 pm. 781-2330.

The Cenlerforno.Arts,B04Washingtln,
Bath. Photography Show July 14-Aug 1.
Hours: Tu&-Fri 10am-4pm, Sat 12-4 pm.
442-8455.

OFF THE

WALL

Sentinel. of the Coast: Images of
LI$lhthouse. Gallery talk given by
Allison Perkins July 13, 5: 15 pm and
July 14, 12:30 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square,
Portland. For more information, call
775~148 .

Craft Fair United Maine Craftsmen's
Annual Mid-Summer Craft Show July
19-21, 10 am-8 pm and July 22, 9 am5 pm under the tent beside the Maine
Aquarium, Rt. 1, Saco. Freeadmlsslon.
For more inlormation, call 729-5677.
Society of Southern Maine
Craftsmen will be holding a crafts
show on the Kennebunkport Green
Aug 19,9 am-4 pm. Peoplewho would
like to participate in the SOCiety's show
may apply for membership. Annual
dues for an individual are $15 . Contact
Barbara Hamilton at 353-8714 for more
Information .
Individual Artl.t. Fellow.hlp
Media and performing artIsts can apply
tor $2,000 grants through the MaIne
Arts Commission. Application deacline
is Sap 1. For a grant application and
guidelines contact the Maine Arts
Commission, Station #25, Augusta, ME
04333 or telephone 289-2724.

Deiae

3369.
AII_ Sco" Boob, 89 Exchange St.,
Portland. A coIledion of books, bWldngs,
broadside and ephemera by George
Benington of CoyOIe Love Press and by
Scott Vile of The Ascensius Press wiN be
on dspiay through July 27. 774-2190.
Barridoft Galla~, 26 Free, Portland.
New wor1<. by Toni WoIII and Ctifford
Blanchard through July 31 . Also at the
gallery, a collection of 19th and early 20th
century American art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
ArtJs.wGaIIery,334ForestAve., Portland
Large color photographs of America by
Chip Andrews through Aug 11. 772-5522.
. Sawyer S....t Gallery, 131 Sawyer
St , S. Portland. Wor1<.s by Marian Baker,
Sharon TC1N!1shend, Lynn Duryea, Abby
Huntoon, Nancy Carrol and Nancy
Nevergole. Gallery hooo; are Sat 11 am6 pm and by appointment 767-7113.
SteinGlauGallary,2O MilkSt,PortIand.
Largeblown glass and woodconstructions
by Kathleen MJlcahy tIvough July 30.
772-9072.
DoS. Ullat, 468 Fore St., Portland. Color
photographs by Arthur Rnk through July.
Hours: Mon-Fn 10am~ pm, Sat 10 am-5
pm. m-3881 .
Nancy Margolla Gal..,., 367 Fore St,
Portland. Wor1<s by Araew Baird, Stephani
8riQgs, Kathleen Dustin, Yoke Hirosawa,
Kyle Leister, Dona Look, Lucy Lyon,
Schiltz, Charles Schwaz, Lin Stamollls,
AIa<J B.Thompson and I<a1eWaglelhrough
Sap 5. Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-9 pm, Sun
11 am~ pm . 775-3822.
Alberta'., 27 Forest Ave ., Portland.
Installation of wall sculpture, glass/metal
mosaic and paintings by O1ando de Avila
and Usa Dombele through Sep 1. 774-

All day (or most of It) •.. Arts & Crafts Show

Ann SilomLr

~228.

+INTOWN
9. Currentexhibits:ltaIyRealandl~inOO:

Friday

HobeSound Galleries North,5BMaine
St Brunswick. "From the Twenties to the

Greenhut Galleries, 146 MidcIe St,
Portland. Oils and g~ by Jane
DahmenJUy 13-Aug 1O. ()peningrealptJOn
July 13, &-7 pm. Hours: Mln-Sat 10:305.30 pm. m-2693.

Portt.ndM_04ArtSeYenCorYJress
Square, Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat, 10-5;
Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday evenin!Js, 5-

Dr. Priscilla Oby

Brunswic;k: Stories to Tell: The Narrative
Impulse in Contemporary New England
Folk Art (through Sap 3). Hours: Tue-Sat
10 am-8pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
O'F"""Gahry,46MaileSt, BrunsMcl<.
"Rllures and landscapes," aawings and
palntirl1ls byGordon Carislewith sculpture
by Chnstopher Gowell through July 19.
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a side street where there is an
unusual home that has always
captured my fancy. "Carpenter
Gothic" I said to myself as I
continued on my way.

Cupola.,
Cornice.
and
Clapboard. Brunswick Historic
House Tour sponsored by the BathBrunswick branch of the American
Association of University Women to
raise money for SCholarship funds and
projects July 14, 10 am-4 pm. The tour
begins at the First Parish Church,
Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Admission
is $1 0 at the door. For more information,
call 729-1697.
Lucy Lippard Writer and cultural
worker speaks July 14, 7 pm in Kresge
AuditOrium,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the publIC.
Dodge Morgan and Abbie Sewall
will be at Books Etc, 38 Exchange St,
Portland July 15. Morgan, author of
"The Voyage of American Promise" will
be at the store 12 noon-l pm, and
Sewall, author of "Message Through
TIme: The Photographs of Emma D.
Sewall 1836-1919" 3-5 pm. For more
information, call 774-0626.
Greater Portland Landmarks
Summer Tours Walkinll tour of
Evergreen Cemetery, a pIcturesque
example of the late 19th-century ideal
"garden resting place," July 16, 2 pm .
Cost is $3 for members of Landmarks,
$4 for non-members . Meet at the Wild
Memorial Chapel at the south entrance
of the cemetery. For more information,
call 774-5561.
Writing Work. hop for anyone
interested in exploring new matenal,
ideas and approaches, concentratIng
on generating material through in-class
exercised and discussing ways of
shaping a piece of writing through
revision . Six sessions, July 17-Aug 28
on Mondays, 6 :30-8:30 pm .. Course
taught by Alfr9d DePew, a wnter who
has tauQht at the University of Vermont,
UniverSIty of New Hampshire, USM
and the Portland School of Art. Cost is
$100. For more information, call 7753708.
Matthew Brady's America Lecture
given by Draper Hunt July 19, 7 pm,
Moot Court Room, USM Law School.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-4076.
Creater Portland Landmarks
Summer Tours Early American
Kitchens and Gardens, includes visits
to three houses : Tate House (1755),
Parson Smith House (1764) and Marrett
House (1785). Meet at iate House,
1270 Westbrook St., Portland July 20,
10 am . Cost is $15 for members, $20
non-members, including box lunch and
refreshments. For more informanon ,
call 774-5561.
We.tern Promenade Walking
Tours Greater Portland Landmarks
offers tours of the variety 01 architectural
styles of Portland's West End :
ltalianate Gothic Revival, QueenAnne,
Shingle Style and Colonial Revival.
Tours are offered Thursdays, 5 :30-7
pm on Aug 10 and Sep 24 and
Saturdays 10-11 :30 am on July 29,
Aug 26 and Sap 30. Cost is $2 for
members, $3 for non· members. For
more informahon , call 774-5561 .

SENSE WELL

Structural
art
The perfonning arts flee for the

country each summer, seeming

NE

to leave only an empty shell of a s s
city behind. But there are many
works of arts scattered about
which remain year-round, more
accessible now that the weather is
no longer foul. Don't look behind Iyengar Style Yoga CI. . . . . Two
any doors or at a particular six-week summer sessions beginning
July 18 and 20, 5:30-7 pm at 616
address. Look at the building COrlj/ress St., Portland (third floor
studIO). Cost is $39. For more
themselves.
information, call 797-5684.
John Calvin Stevens is just one Dynamics of Joy: Love, Ero. and
Sexualily Workshop oltered July 22ofthePortlandartistswhosework
Rand
23 by Pamela Chubbuck, Yarmouth
is found all over Portland's West Professional Arts Building, 37 U.S. Rt.
End. Direct your attention 1, Yarmouth. For more information,
call 848-0600.
upward to the roofs, moldings, The Spirit of Healing Meditative
terra-cotta decorations and seminar with Melissa Clare, head of
the Sufi Healing Order of America July
brickwork. See what's been 29-30. Cost is $30 per day, $50 for the
modified and what's been weekend. For morEl information, call
5408.
Rosanne at 846~39 .
Portland Wine & a - , 8 Forest bastardized. And there's still a bit Ballroom Dance Cia . . . . Six-week
Ave., Portland. Paintings and collages by
session begins Aug 2, 7:15 pm at 616
Robin McCa1hy dINing July and Aug. of the lifestyles-i>f-the-rich-andCongress St., Portland. For more
772-4647.
famous appeal to strolling down information, call 775-1892.
Mal...
MaIkeI, 376 Fore St,
Re.plte Training Care Program
Portland. CoIClIfuIbrus/ideooaildporcelain the Western Promenade.
olter9d by the American Red Cross
by Sheepsco~ River Potlery Ihroudl July
Greater Portland Landmarks' Aug 1-24, Tue and Thu evenings, 6-9
23. Hours: daily 9am-9 pm. 774-f633.
pm at 524 Forest Ave., Portland. The
Raftlea Ca.. BookstoN,5S5Congress, educational docent Nelle Kozody
course trains people to care for
POr1land.P~andCows:Bfack&White leads walkingtoursof the Western
developmentally disabled children from
Photography
Arthur Fink tIvough A
birth to 20 years of age. The course is
3. Hours: Mon- 9d8a~pm,Thu-F~ Promenade on several Thursday
free. Work is available on a flexible
am-9 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 4-9 pm. evenings and Saturdaymomings
part-time basis. For more information,
761-3930.
throughout the summer, The contact Ann Harriman at 874-1192 .
T_n .nd Young Adult Clinic at
tours are eye-i>pening and brisk.
Maine Medical Center Mondays 4-8
After being shown so many pm. Appointments are requested, but
walk-ins are welcome. For people ages
13-21. For appointments or more
New Wort!; Japan WorlIs by six details of Portland style, I was
information, can 871-2763.
conlemporBf)'JapanesescuipUstlrough walking home up Forest Avenue
Aug 17 at USMs Art Gallery in Gorham.
Hours: Men-Wed 12-4 pm, fuI and Sun to the suburbs (the other side of
12.a pm. 780-5009.
Route 295, that is). I looked down

Po"_
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Deering
Oaks
Family
Festival
Tuesday
11 :45 am: Lazy Mercedes plays acoustic
music at the Bandstand
2 pm: Star Search Preliminaries
Bandstand
5:30 and 7 pm: Oxygen Debt performs
modern dance at Center Stage
6 pm: Mellissa Hamilton Jazz Quartet
Bandstand
6:30 pm: Aerobics Demonstration
Center Stage
8 pm: The Music Makers Big Band
Bandstand

Children's Area
10:30 am. •• Face Painting
10:30 am and 12 noon: Port Clyde Puppets
12 noon ... Double Dutch Jump Roping &
Hat Making

1 and 2 pm: Ladybugs Singalong

Wednesday
11 :45 am: Anni Clark plays acoustic music
Bandstand
2 pm: 1st Annual Deering Oaks Ice Carving

Contest
2 and 3:30 pm: Gymnastics Exhibition
Center Stage
4:15 and 6:15 pm: Aerobics Demonstration
Center Stage
5 pm: Downeast Cloggers
Center Stage
6 pm: The Spotlights
Bandstand
8 pm: Broken Men
Bandstand

Children's Area
10:30 am. •• Face Painting
10:30 am and 12 noon: Music performed by

and Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin'Tank,
Family Show and Pose for Portland
11 :45 am: Cathy Stebbins & Loose Ends
Bandstand
3 and 5 pm: Karate Demonstration
Center Stage
" 4 pm: Stevie & The Blackouts
Bandstand
4:15pm: Front Page Dance perform jazz
dance at Center Stage
5 pm... Track Meet
Stadium
6 pm: Hickory Flat Cloggers
Center Stage
.
And ••. Big Chief And The Continentals
Bandstand
7 pm: The Mummers
Center Stage
8:30 pm: The Coasters
Bandstand
9:15 pm: Fireworks

BANG~~~

WITH A

3 MONTHS ONLY

$1 .76 II!

~~~~,,;

~~.,.

Purchase 3 months for
$99.00 and get the next
3 months for $17.76.

Join

II!

Offer expires 7/22/89
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Heart, Tooth Hats & Health Snacks, Camp
Songs, Hula Hoop Contest & Hat Making
10:30 am ... Face Painting
11 am, 12, 1 pm: Storyteller David Neufield
2 and 3 pm: Mimes Reifer & Saccone

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932

Saturday

Our jewelry is already half the cost of retaiL ..
But now all

Gold and Diatnonds are 25% ore

All Day (or most of It): Arts & Crafts Show
and Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin' Tank,
Family Show, Pose for Portland and Double
Dare For Time to Care
6:30-10:30 am: Kiwanis Pancake Breakfast
10 am: Press Herald Parade, Preble Street
Ext. to Marginal Way to State Street, Park
Avenue to Deering Avenue
12 noon: The Wicked Good Band
Bandstand
And ... Little Miss Deering Oaks
Center Stage
And ... Hot Air Balloon Exhibition
Behind the Children's Area
2:30 pm: The Best of the Maine Storytellers
Festival at Center Stage
And ... Local high school musical group TLC
Bandstand
4 pm: Sweet Adelines
Bandstand
5:30 pm: Star Search Finals
Bandstand
And ... Casco Bay Cloggers
Center Stage
6 pm: Square Dancers
Center Stage
8 pm: Big AI Downing, Streamliner and Kix
Brooks play country music
Bandstand

11 am ...Camp Songs, Hula Hoop Contests
and Wind Sock Making
2:30 pm: Cookie Eating Contest

Thursday

Sunday

11 :45 am: The G-Men

All Day (or most of It) ... Arts & Crafts Show

Bandstand
2 pm: Star Search Preliminaries
Bandstand
5 and 6:45 pm: Aerobics Demonstration
Center Stage
5 pm••• For The Health of It
5:45 pm: American Ballet East
Center Stage
6 pm: In The Flesh
Bandstand
8 pm: The Inspectors
Bandstand

JUMP INTO FITNESS

Children'S Area
10 am ... Fun With Health: Listen to Your

Children's Area
10:30 am. •• Face Painting
11 am •.. Nautical Wind Socks
12 noon: Randy Fein Pottery Workshop
1 :30 and 2:30 pm: Mimes Reifer & Saccone
3:30 pm: Traveling Minstrel Show Interloken

Yasi
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and Sale, Tennis Tournament, Dunkin' Tank,
Family Show, Cribbage Tournament, Nautical
Windsocks, Double Dare For Time to Care
6:30-10:30 am: Kiwanis Pancake Breakfast
12 noon: Portland Community Orchestra
Bandstand
2:30 pm: Roll & Go play folk music
Bandstand
5 pm: The Maine Attraction Cloggers
Center Stage
And ... Grand Finale Concert with
Devonsquare & The Ritz
Bandstand

Children's Area
10 am •.• Double Dutch Jump Roping, Obstacle Children's Area
Course & Ma~e Your Own Pin
10:30 am .•. Face Painting
10:30 am ... Face Painting
12 noon: Randy Fein Pottery Workshop
3 pm: Ice Cream Eating Contest
'2:30 pm: Heart of Gold Vaudeville

• Stereos • 'IVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
ISS Front Street, Bath· 18S Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Hot
Off the Grill!
•
•
•
•

Cajun Chicken
Grilled Teriyaki
Grilled Burgers
Shish-Ka-Bob

Tryout our new menu!

Jb

d's

Doesn't buy much
these days, but

it will at

PORTLAND
HOUSE OF PIZZA
Get a small cheese pizza for $3.15.
1373 Washington Ave. at the corner of Allen Ave.,
• 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

near N
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Peaks 1.I.nd SoM". Ro.d R.c.

HARBOR
SAllING CLUB ......-.7
The Place to go for Sailing Lessons

July 29, 10 am at the Peaks Island
Lions Club. For more information sense
a SASE to Peaks Island Road Race,
P.O. Box 5069, St. A, Portland, 04101.
Union St.tlon Bench Pre ••
Conte.t Men's and Women·s
Divisions compete July 29, 12 noon at
Union Station Gym. 222 St. John's St.,
Portland. Entry fee is $6. For more
information, call 772-7110.

Unlimited sailing in Portland's harbor, 7 days a week
aboard the club's Solings.
Need help? We offer several sailing and navigation
courses. All courses offer club membership discounts.
For more information contact:
Harbor Sailing Club. 772-4023
58 Fore Street. Bldg. 6
Portland, Maine 04101

OUT
SUMMERTIME IS
FUN TIME!

. '"

Now that Summertime is
here (we hope), enjoy the
great outdoors at your bar·bque with any of the great
beers from Anheuser·Busch,
Inc. Which are the toughest golf
courses in Amer·
ica!. .. A golf expert
has done research
on the scores made
by professionals
over a period of
years
at many
courses around the
country and he
reports that the four
toughest courses
seem to be Pebble
Beach Golf Club at
Pebble Beach, Cal.. . Medinah
Country Club, Medinah, Ill.. . Augusta National Golf Club, Augusta, Ga ... And, Warwick Hills
Golf Club, Grand Blanc, Mich.
Be it Budweiser, Bud Light,
and Michelob Classic DarkThey have all brought many

moments to pleasure to qualitylovingconsumers. Who was
the first American to run the mile
in under four minutes'... His
name: Don Bowden . .. He ran his
sub-four minute mile while he
was a student at the
University of California in 19 57. Have a
great Summer - and
let's hope all the bad
weather is behind us.
Ever wonder how
many putouts are made
in the infield compared
to how many are made
in the outfield in the
average big league
baseball game? .. Someone made a statistical study recently and they say that, of the 27
putouts per team, an average of
21 are made in the infield, while
an average of only six per game
are made in the ouLfield. Beer is
part of the good llf~drink responsibly!

The celebrate Gorham
festivities July 8.

'89
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Do
you like
Casco Bay
Weekly?
Please let our
advertisers know.
Thank them
for supporting
Portland's
Powerful Alternative.

CoscoBov
""EEKLY

SIDE

Sc.rborough M.r.h N.tur.
Cent.r Outdoor programs at Maine·5o
largest salt marsh are offered
throughout the summer. Canoe tours
are offered daily 10- 11 :30 am and Tue
and Thu , 6-7:30; Young Naturalists
Club for children ages 9·12 July 19 and
26,1 :30-4 pm; FulrMoon Canoe Tours
July 17· 19, 8·9 :30 pm ; Wildflowers and
Wild Edibles, July 21 , 9:30-11 am; Dawn
Birding every Wed 7-8 :30 am .
Reoorvations are required for special '
programs ; call 883-5100.
Pizza Ride. Cas-co Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pars Pizza, Rt.
1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more
information call Keith at 799-1085.
Canoeing .nd K.y.klng for
Wom.n New Routes will be offering
the following trips for women during the
months of June and July. Preregistration is required on all trips : July
13-16, Rites of Passage: Sea Kayaking
Journey in Penebscot Bay; July 18,
Full moon peddling trip in Harpswell;
July 20, Sea kayak day trip in
Muscongus Bay; July 20-29. Allagash
Wilderness Waterway canoe trip; July
24·28, Walking Gently, Paddling
Gently : A Mid-Summer Women's
Retreat. For registration or more
information, call 729-7900.
S.ltw.t.r C.no. Trip. led by a
registered Maine guide and naturalist
through a quiet harbor. Scenic islands,
wildlife, lobster boats and the Goat
Island Lighthouse. Two-hour trips
include gear, snacks and lessons.
Beginnerthough advanced. Call Canoe
Cape Porpoise for s-chedule at 2829655.
Wolf.'. Neck Woods St.t. P.rk
in Freeport offers nature programs at 2
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
Include a walk, short talks and other
activities. Two new programs this
season are "Before Our TIme: a
historical tour , and 'Natural
Sensations," a collection of sensory
awareness activities. Theprogramsare
free with park admission. For more
information, call 865-4465.
App.l.chl.n Mountain Club
Summer workshops at the Pinkham
Notch Camp in N.H. include the
following : Art of Sketching and Drawing
July 16-21 ; Plants of the Presidentials
- A Naturalist Adventure July 15·17;
Beginner Backpacking and Camping
July 14-16. For more information on
the workshops, call the AMC at 603466·2727.
C.sco B.yBlcycl. Club'. 24-Hour
Hotlln. 774- 1118. Recorded
information on 1he bike club's exciting
ride schedule.
.
M.lne Audubon Socl.ty FI.ld
Trips Puffin Watching Trips Saturdays
during July from Boothbay Harbor, $18.
Whale Watching trips July 22, Aug 26
and Sep 16 from Kennebunkport, $25.
Reoorvations are required. For more
information. call 781 -2330.

SPORT

Pat'. Plzu SoMn. CI.nlc Road
race organized by the Maine Track
club July 15, 8 am at Town Hall, Main
St., Yarmouth. For more information,
call Bill Stuart at 799-5961 .
P.nc.k. Run 4.2 miles July 15, 7:30
am at Rts. 202 and 112, Buxton. For
more information, call Steve Fasulo at
929-3544.
Deep $e. FI.hlng Gulf of Maine in
Portland is sponsoring a deep-sea
fishing cruise aboard the Indian II with
Mr. & Mrs. Fish July 1B, 5:30 pm to
dusk. All equipment will be supplied.
The cost IS $12.50 for aquarium
members ($22 familYl; $15 for non·
members ($30 family. Reservations
are r"4uired. call the aquarium at 7722321.
Th. First C.ntury of Portl.nd High
School Footba" A book on the
history of football at Portland High
School has been published and
proceeds from s-ales will go toward the
school·s SCholarship fund. Copies of
the book are $7 and are available at
PHS, 874-8250.
D_rlng Oaks F.mlly F••tlv.1
T,.ck and FI.ld Invlt.tloMI July
21, 5:30 pm at Fitzpatrick Stadium,
Portland. For more information, call
Sandy Utterstrom at 7974710 or
George Towle at 780-5574.

Storl•• for Kids Portland Public Li·
brary (773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am (stories resume June 19~,
Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915 :
Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks Island Branc
(766-5540): Wed, 10:15 am;
Scarborough Public Ubrary (883-4723):
Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year
olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6 yearolds);
Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland
(829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year
olds); Thu. 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Ubrary
(773-4761): Sat. 10:30 am and Tue at
3:30 pm; Peaks Island Branch (766·
5540): Tue, 1:15 pm.

Index
animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
bUSiness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
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home oorvices
learning
legal oorvices
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
reaeation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate • for sale
real estate • for rent
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FOR

KIDS

Storytell.r D.vld Neufl.ld
' Summer in the Parks' performance
for children July 13, 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Rain location is the Reiche
Community Center,166 Brackett St.,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874-8300.
P.r. nt-Child
VI.u.1
Art.
Work.hop Four·week workshop in
August will introduce parents and their
children (grades K-2) to various media
and their uses in the home. Saturday
morning class-es will be held at The
Center for The Arts, 804 Washington.
Bath. Cost is $50 per pair. Registration
deadline is July 14. For more
information, call 442-8455.
Summ.r Acting Institut. Intensive
classes for young people in grades 5·
12 July 17-Aug 4, Mon-Fri 9 am-12
noon. Students will study mime.
improvisation, character and scene
development. Classes are given in
Codman Hall, St. Paul·s Epis-copal
Church, Brunswick. Cost is $200. For
more information, call the Young
People's Theater at 725-9379.
F....II Making Workshop for kids ages
6andupJuly 14, 10amattheChildren·s
Res-ource Center, 741 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Cost is $2 per child.
Reservationsarenecessary, 797'()525
Cel.bration of Butt.rfll •• Outdoor
workshops for children of all ages which
combines Native American teachings
with creative activities July 16 and 18,
10 am·3 pm at Northeast Metaphysics,
33 High Rd .. Comish. Registrabon is
required ; call 625-7447.
Clndere". Full-length feature movie
July 17, 1 and 6 pm in the Community
Room of the S . Portland Public Library ,
482 Broadway, S. Portland. 799-2204 .
The Shaggy Dog Movie for kids July
18. 7 pm In the USM Portland Campus
Center. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-4076 .
Oc•• n Pupp.t. Workshop for kids
ages 3-5 July 18, 20. 25 , 27 at 10 am
and 1 pm at the Children's Resource
Center, 741 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Cost is $1 per child. Reoorvations are
necessary, 797'()525.
Old Grey Goo.e performs music and
demonstrates contra dancing July 19,
1:30 pm at City Park in Bath. Free and
open to the public. For more
information. call 442-8455.
M.dlev.1 Mu.lc .nd F.ble. by the
Trobairitz Performers July 19, 10:30
am at the Portland Public Library,
Monument Square. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
773-4761 .
E.rthllng. Ecoloaica'l musical
performed by kids for kids at the
SchoolhouooArts Center,Sebago Lake
Village. Performances are JulV 19,26
and Aug 2 at 2 and 7 pm. Admission is
$3 for adults, $2 for children . For more
information , call 642·3743.
lmag•• of M.lne: It. Land.c.pe
.nd eo•• t Summer art course for
children ages 8-12 at the Portland
Museum of Art Wednesdays , 1-3 pm .
Children may register for individual
classes. The cost of single classes are
$7 for non-membersl$5 for members.
Registration is required. For more
information , contact the museum's
education department at 775-8148.
Annu.1 MunJoy Hili Observ.tory
Egg Drop Conte.t Package a raw
egg in any shape, form or manner, drop
the egg package from the top of the
Portland Observatory and see what
happens. Contest is July 19, 12:30
p.m., open to people ages 18andunder,
50t registration fee . Prizes. Preregistration is recommended, 8748870.
Scrlm.Mw Workshop for kids ages 6
and up July 19, 10 am at the Chilcren's
Res-ource Center, 741 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Cost is $2 per child.
Reservations are necessary, 797.()525.
J.w.lry M.k1ng Workshop for kids
ages 6 and up July 21 , 10 am at the
Children's Resource Center, 741
Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost is $2 per
child. Reservations are necessary, 7970525.
Uttl. Miss D_rlng O.k. P.ge.nt
Applications are now being accepted
for the sixth annual pageant to be held
July 22, 12 noon on Center Stage in
Deering Oaks Park. Girls ages 5 to 8
are inVited to participate. Entry fee of
$25 is used to contribute to the
scholarship awarded in the Miss
Greater Portland Pageant. To register,
call 7674666.

roomma es

OFF THE
CLOCK

M.ln. F •• tlv.1 1989 needs
volunteers to help out before and during
the festival , which is being held Aug 1113 in Deering Oaks Park, Portland.
Volunteers Will be given a three-day
(lass to the festival and a festival t-shirt.
For more information, call Maine Arts
at 772·9012.
Mercy Ho.plt.1 is instituting a new
surgICal liaison program which will
provide a communication network
between the doctors, staff and patient's
family during surgery . On-going
information will be provided by teams
of volunteers to help reduce the stress
that can occurduring this critical period.
Formal training will be provided during
the last part of August. The program
will run Mon-Fri 9 am4 pm. For more
information , call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874·1015.
EF Global VIII.ge needs host families
for foreign high school students and
their tour guides. Families are asked to
provide room and board for four weeks
In August for students from France and
Italy. The students will be attending
classes and planned activities during
the week. For more information, contact
the Center for Voluntary Action al8741015.
Pine Tre. Epll.p.y Anocl.tlon
need a Volunteer Coordinator with
organizational and human relations
skills to recruit and contact volunteers
for agency fundraising functions. For
more information , call the Center for
Voluntary Action aI874- 1015.
B •• ch Olympic. The Maine Special
Olympics needs a volunteer to work as
Equipment Chalrpers-on and to develop
a system for checking equipment in
and out in working order. Other
volunteers are needed to help the
chairperson during this two-day event
in August. Contact Claire Sunon at
770·3745 for more information.

HELP

P.rkln.on'. DI..... Support
Group Meeting July 16, 3 pm at St.
Pius X, 492 Ocean Ave., Portland. For
more information, call Ann Marie at
799-7172.
Divorce Support Group offered by
the Family Transition Center
Wednes-day evenings 6:30-8 pm at 31
Beach St., Saco. Contact Laura at 2827508 before anendi ng .
A.R. T.S. Anonymou. Weekly 12-step
support !jroup to help artists surrender
to a-eativlty and help each other achieve
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am at
Warren Memorial Ubrary In Westbrook.
For more information, call Peg at 8541493.
D.pr ••• lon
.nd
M.nlc
Depre ••ion Anonymou. Support
and information group meets Mondays
7 pm at Williston West Church , Thomas
St., Portland. Donations accepted. For
more information, call 874-0800.
Young F.then Progr.m at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a supportgroupfor young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tues-day of
each month. For more information, call
Betsy at 874·1111 ext. 221 .
Tr.nsupport is a non· profit. nonsexual, social and educational peer
support group for transsexuals ,
crossdressers, their families, friends
and people interested in g~nderissues .
Meetings are held every other Sunday
at6 pm . For more information , call 8543528 or write to Transupporl, P.O. Box
17622. Portland 04101.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland. lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information ,
call 774-6877.

•

M-F HOUSEMATE to
share contemporary home
with gardens and two cats.
Near Willard Beach South
Portland. $300 per month,
includes utilities. Days 7754010, evenings 767-3720
MATURE responsible. nonsmoker to share Deering
Townhouse . WID, pool,
parking . $239 per month plus
1/3 utilities . heat included.
spacious, clean. pets okay.
Available 8/1. 797'()936
M/F ROOMMATE wanted
to share a two bedroom apt.
on Stevens Ave. $245 plus
1/2 utilities. Heat and hot
water included. Off street
parking . Call Michele anytime. 775-7174

GREAT SUMMER sublet.
Responsible person sought.
Small bedroom within large
old lovely house. Full kitchen
and bath privileges. Utilities
included. $175.00 per month
thru Sept. Contact Victoria at
874-6956 and leave message or 772·5193 late
evenings
SUMMER RENTAL apt. in
former country inn on Long
Island in Casco Bay. Close
to ferry, store, beach, and
tennis. Sleeps six. $360 per
week. Call 207-766-2002

emp oyment

SHARE TWO bedroom AFFORDABLE housing, 2
home on one acre in N. bedroom townhouoo in quiet
Yarmouth.
Close
to residential area . Only
Yarmouth and Cumberland $69,900. Excellent condi Center. In ground pool, WID, tion . Lionel Roy ERA Home
easy heat. ONners are good Sellers. Office 774-5766 or
people. No smokers. MIF, I·m 283-1023, home 934-2202
a grown-up, easy goer. Be
same. $300 plus utilities. BRUNSWICK. 8 1/2 % VA
assumable loan on 3-4 bedMark 797-2110 work.
room townhous-e. Located on
wooded cui de sac; end unit;
LATE 20S active woman wooded lot. Special features
seeks drug free home with include large kitchen with isresponsible, considerate ' yet land, attic, basement, deck.
humorous individual (s) . Close to 1-95. $119,500. Call
Need quiet neighborhood, 1-725-5639
presently on Sherman St.
BY OWNER. Gray. ComEves. 7734553
pletely renovated three bedroom cape with bam. It has a
full dormer, two bathrooms
and a beautiful porch and
deck. Gorgeous pine and
hardwood floors throughout.
$115,000.797-5887.
DESIGN CONCEPTS Co.
State wide personal design
PORTLAND OASIS. Ur- consultants for new home
ban oasis with water views construction. Currently has
on dead end street near for sale, new 2,500 sq . ft.
cove. Simple elegance. fur- hand crafted mahogany connished three room apt., fully temporary home in nice
appliance. Sleeps 24; avail- country neighborhood. Just
able by week, $350 per 20 miles to coas~ commute
week. Classes in Tiffany- to the Augusta/Weterville
Method stained
glass area (207) 426-9118
available ~ desired. 207-775-

CUMBERLAND. Three
bedroom ranch on spacious
3/4 acre. Electric baooboard
with wood furnace in full
basement. Deck in fenced
back yard. Great location.
Call owners 829-5864 or 8650678. Asking $115,000.
GORHAM
MOBILE
$28,900 need quick sale; two
bedroom. ·Iike·new· condition; need only 10% down;
15 year financing available;
will pay closing and park entrance; 727-5636/839-4848
Pam.
YOU CAN OWN! Showcase Homes can show you
how to tum that rent money
into an investment in a real
home of your own for as little
as $15 .00 a day . ANYWHERE IN MAINE MODEL
HOMES open at Turner
Plaza, Turner, Route 302,
Naples and opening soon
Route 1 in Wells. Ask about
our free home planning
seminars and our free home
planning kit.
For more
information call toll free, 1800·344-6552. Showcase
Homes, Route 4. Turner ME
04282

3642

saling

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cotlege, all conveniences, fully
furnished, quiet woods, private dock, safe swimming.
July and August. $500 per
.... . week; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 775-

lhe Gasting Naturalist
and

MARINE STUDIES

ALONG COASTAL MAINE
204-208 SPRING ST.
Spacious one and two bedroom apts. available now and
July 10. Within walking distance of Maine Medical and
Mercy Hospital. Other two
bedroom offers upstairs loft
style bedroom with sky
lights , wall to wall carpet,
large fully applianced
kitchen . Rents range from
$425-$600 per month plus
utilities. Lease. references
and security deposit required. Please call Diane at
797-0223 weekday morn ings.

1«.]

WRITERS wanted for new
Freeport visitor's guide.
General feature stories, average 800 words, $50 per.
Must be snappy. bright.
copy-perfect . Published
samples please! st. Marks
Press, 57 Part St., Bangor
ME 04401
WANTED full time and part
time people to help with expansion of health and nutrition company . Involves
helping people to 10000 up to
10-29 pounds in 30 days. Full
training. Call now for products and or job opportunities . Call Barbara at 802365-4350

musIc

Guitar Be Drum.

Workshop
LEARN ELECTRICI
ACCOUSTIC GUITAR
ROCK
METAL
JAZZ
COUNTRY

773-3444
Portland's

""EEKLY

THE COASTING NATURALIST

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE

Call now for appoIntment

wanted

CoscoBov

Capt. Michael P. O 'Connor
DiMillo's M arina . Long Wharf
P.O . Box 7S72 • Portland. ME 0411 2
(2071 772 ·8886

WEST SIDE CHILD Development Center, a childcentered. progressive program with small numbers and
6 to 1 ratio, has full time and
part·time openings for now
and the Fall. ages 3·5, located on Danforth Street.
High quality childcare. Call
now for more information.
772·9817.

RELIABLE people with
strong backs and good
sense of humor needed to CASCO BAY DAILY.
care for 120 lb. person with Cooperative
busi ness
MS in peaceful uplifting opportunity . Looking for
environment. Flexible hours, artists, craftspeople or anygreat pay. 773-3275 or 761· one interested in marketing a
5887.
product/service sharing
prime Old Port location.
IT'S HERE! House of
Please call 283-4449, 283Lloyd·s Super Party Plan .
8998 anytime.
Now hiring demonstrators to
show the latest in fashion
home decor, toys and x·mas
items. Work own hours from
your home. Free $300 kit and
training. No collecting. delivering or investment. Also
THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
booking parties. 797-8397
studio. Voice and piano
RELIABLE DOORMAN less-ons. Children and adults.
piano.
Adult
needed. Apply at Spring Suzuki
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. beginnersrrestarters' encouraged. Find the musician
South Portland 767-4627
within. 773-8250

Casco Bay Weekly
needs a hardworking, energetic
and creative
sales representitive.
Interested? Call Marg 775-6601

For Brochure dnd tn/ormation:

Join artists, craftsmen
& photOQraphers in
this historIC downtown
Portland building now
being renovated. Very
reasonable rates of
$100·275 per month
for rooms and suites.
Includes utilities .

LONG TERM experienced
retail help for new kite store.
Mon ., Tues., Wed. evenings,
some days. Must be highly
motivated and reliable.
Knowledge of kites helpful
but not as must. ALSO:
Strong peopled needed to fly
kites tom promote store. Ex·
perienced preferred but will
train . Call Bob 87f -0035 or
apply in person at Ye Old
Kite Shoppe 3 Wharf SI. in
the Old Port.

Sales Position

SAIL JNSTRUCTION

0343

PART-TIME coordinator
for PAUSICA (PorUanders
Against U.S. Intervention in
Central America) . 15-20
hours per week. $7 per hour.
Politically active, dynamic
individual needed to coordinate grass-roots organization. staff office and assist
with development of fundraising efforts and media
relations . Person should be
organized. independent, and
have good interpersonal
skills. Political organizing
experienced preferred .
Knowledge of Central America issues helpful. Send resume by July 26 to Search
Committee, PO Box 5247,
Sta. A, Portland, ME 04101

child

forem...t music
teaching studio

DO YOU ...
enjoy the challenge of filling a new position?
like making creative ideas work?
have telemarketing skills/experience?

DISTRIBUTION
We are looking for someone to work 3-4
hours Wednesday afternoon/evening. You
should be flexible, we can be lOo!
Ca1l88~-0155 Casco Bay Weekly

799·7890

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an energetic,
results-oriented p'erson to fill the newly-created
position of claSSified advertising telemarketer.
Interested? Call 775-6601 and ask for Gary S.

BALL ROOM DANCING.
Beginners classes start August 2 at 616 Congress St.
Call 775-1892 for more information .
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CLASSIFIED
Classified
ads mustPOLICY
be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday"s
edition . Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwill
not print ads that seek to buy or 0011 sexu,\1
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresoos or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSO~ TO PERSON advertiser~ MUST
either provide a PoslOffice Box number in
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBWshaft not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertiooment for which it may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to ins-ert 0ccurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

~" jIf1

~
Ieaseread

0 U

the caw
Classified

Policy before
completeing his
form. Write legibly
or type. and use

additional paper
if necessary.

If you derive regular inoome
from the subjects(s) of your
Classi fied Ads(s) plea se
use lhe business rale.
And thank you for
chooSIng Casco Bay Weekly

po n

All charges are per week
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
3145 words
7.00
9.00
46-80 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add·1 word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

MESSAGE: _______________________________________________

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publfc.tlon: We need the following informabon
to print your ad. ~ will be held in stricl confidence
NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
CITY _______________________________
STATE ___________ ZIP CODE _____________
DAYTIME PHONE _________________________
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: ___________________
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT ____ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

TOTAL WORDS: ______

Check _____

Money Order _____

Mastercard _____

Visa _____

Credit Card # ______________________

+------

Expiration Date

+------

=-----l( _ _ _ _ __

=-------

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _I
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biz services
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't 'pass' this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, personalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
tum around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

PHOTOGRAPHER avail- \
able to photograph almost
any occasion. B.FA, local,
low rates and you keep the
nags. What a bargain! Terry
Deroche. 775-404 7

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent
references. Call anytime,
MAYBE SOMEDAy •••• night or day. 797-7126
the future store opening on
Munjoy Hill. Look for the flag.
Stop in and say hello, or give
a call 773-3275

D & W EXCAVATION

STUNT KITES are now
available at Ye Old Port Kite
Shoppe. We're open to serve
all greater Portlands wind related needs. Come check
out our variety of kites,
windsocks, and duel controlled, high powered stunt
kites. We're located at 3
Wharf St. in the Old Port. or
call 871-0035 for more information.
MAC SE with 20 MB built-in
hard drive. Includes keyboard, mouse, and hypercard. Brand new, still in box.
must sell. Details, 871-8964

Residential Excavation
Site work· Concrete foundation & Floors
Septic Systems· Gravel & Loam
For free estimates Please Call Wayne Nelson

PLUSH overstuffed mauve
sofa double sleeper from
Young's, good condition.
...._ _ _ _7.;...,;;6;.,;1;.,•..;;,7;.,;0;.,8;;,.0,;;..._ _ _---1 $175. Call 773-8618

DANGEROUS GOLD CREDIT CARD

Tree & 11mb removal
• ProfeSSional,
courteous service

I ~ IS tl'] il <·1 ~ IS tl']

bod & soul

• Guaranteed Approv.aJ
• No b;ank deposit
required
• Ud.\IoJUe shopplnB

FURNITURE for sale - 3
mos. old blue loveseat with
cherrywood trim - $325; light
blue art deco rug (3' 1/2' x 5'
1/2') $75 : 2 dry sink end tables $80 each: cherry bookcase with glass doors $200:
pine bookcase $1 0: 2 pewter
lamps with blue shades $45
each. Call 774-3275 and
leave a massage.

THERAPIST. John Carroll, BODY ORlENTED PsyM.S., national' certified chotherapist. Holistic theracounselor. Offering groups pist combines gentle and
for adults living with chronic deep body-work with suppain, and for adults raised in portive counseling. Encourdysfunctional families. Indi- ages inner child healing,
vidual therapy provides a deep relaxation and reconfidential and safe newed vitality. Deborah Valenvironment for clarifying Iance. R.N ., M.S. Ed., Certidysfunctional patterns and fied Polarity Therapist, Psychanging them. May include chotherapist. 775-11230
family
history,
psychotherapy, and Polarity WOMEN: Does being in
therapy. 73 Deering st. love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysPortiand. 775-5903
functional relationship pat• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE terns. Therapy group now
a combination of therapeutic forming based on 'Women
massage modalities using Who Love Too Much." For invarious oils and ointments, formation call 871-9256
to achieve your personal
needs.
THERAPIST. Is food a
• Relieve mental and source of pain in your life?
physical stress, and tension,
relax and tone muscles, Does your eating behavior
feel destructive, unhealthy?
improve joint mobility, and
If so, consider counseling integrate body , mind and
with someone who underspirit.
stands. Sara F. Levite, M.S.
An
appropriate
761-2464
complement to counseling
and other therapies.
MEDITATION booklet.
• Gift certificates available. Short, practical methods of
Linden Thigpen, certified how to begin and maintain a
massage therapist. New Im- meditation practice. Send $5
ages. By appointment 775- to Box 201, Cape Cottage,
4010.
Maine, 04107.

i_

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER

notices

781-2500

Tuckerls

Maintenance

ome services

HOUSESITTER looking
for long term (not just a
weekend) situation. Available mid-April. Professional
non-smoking female , will
care for pets and plants .
Very neat and very raspon sible. If you're going away,
have the security of knowinG
your home will be protected
and cared for. Have been
housesitting all winter. Recommendations available.
Call Kate after 5:00, 775-

0343

HOUSEKEEPER PLUS!
Need to spend more quality
time with your family? Experienced, organized housekeeper available part-time.
Applies TLC to ~aundry,
baseboards, refrigerators,
errands, children . Excellent
references. 797-8418
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CBW readers , mora than a few of whk:::h are

single, and all of which are well readl

I

I

Please use the ' Do H Yourself" Classified ad form
and enclose th is coupon to receive a free week .

\
.....

761-8084

_---------------
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1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Moves
FORD TAURUS 198745
thousand miles, 5 speed, air.
Blue cloth interior. Excellent
condition. $8100 Judy 8782020

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

If so there could be a 520 gift cerlifica te
for Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow
Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will
be selected from among the correct entries
by a random drawing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a
four-week span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle
mustbereceivedbynoon Wednesday,July
19. The solution totltis week's Real Puzzle
willappearin theJuly27issueofCasco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

Lea ve.::l message.

BUICK RIVIERA 1985.
Electric windows and door
locks. Concert sound am/fm
cassette . Power steering,
power brakes , auto transmission. Excellent condition .
Asking price . $9500. Call
879-1869 and leave message.
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition.
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
VW GTI 1986 black, alc,
43,000 highway miles, regular check-ups , mechanically
great. Has, a couple of cavities, needs some bodywork.
$4800 B.O. Must sell. Moving to San Fransisco. 8719057. Shelly.
PLYMOUTH Voyager
1985. good family car, 7
passenger. Call 829-5140 for
evening appt. $4650
VW .JETTA GLI 1988 1/2.
Alpine white, Recaro seats ,
power everything, alloy
wheels, After Market stereo.
Must sell because of company car. You can buy 1989
for $19,500 plus or this identical car for $14,000 or SO
Call Mike at 878-8486
SAAB 1979 EMS hatchback, maroon, four speed,
moonroof, Harmon Kardon
am/fm/deck with four Boston
Ace. speakers . High' miles
but runs and looks great.
New sticker, recent paint,
clutch, radiator, brakes .
$2000. 772-5606.

CLASSIC CAR 1951 lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare .
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome .
' Suicide' doors. Luxury car
of another era. Collector's
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 or best offer.
Call 775-0985. Leave name,
number on machine.
VW CONVERT. 1974 Super Beetle, 3000 miles on a
rebuilt engine. New top,
headliner and carpets. Car is
in great shape for summer
fun. Asking $5500. A wicked
deall Matt 773-5932
.
PEUGEOT 505 STI 1986
four door sedan. Loaded .
Excellent condition. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
$8000 or best offer. Call 9341828.
TOYOTA MR"2 1988,
7,500 miles. Like new. Five
speed, air, stereo, loaded
with extras, $11 ,400. financing available. 0 down - 12 %
up to 60 mo. 846-0843 or
847-6110. Serious calls only.
DODGE COLT 1981 blue.
Well maintained. Power shift
and stereo A MlFM and tape.
Runs great. $950 Call 7752448
MAZDA RX·7 1986, near
perfect condition, 34,000
miles , am/1m, must sell
$7500. 774-7528 David
VW RABBIT 1982, two
door, four speed. Great
shape, 79,000 miles. $1800,
call after Spm , ask for Chris
or Julie. 766-2480
COLLECTORS status .
Beautiful 1970 Saab V-4
wagon . Excellent condition .
$3500 or best offer. 7730886.

-

Total squares: __

SUBARU GL WAGON
1983, power steering, WD ,
BR Need to sell as soon as
possible. $1500. Call Teri,
761-2446 or 778-2562.

HONDA ACCORD 1977.
VW GTI 1986. Red, 38 Clean body and interior.
thousand miles, pull out Needs some work. $250 Call
stereo, garaged, service Dave 773-2805
records. just tuned. $6200.
T·BIRD,
Joe 774-6016 days, 767- CAMERO,
Mazda, Buick ... selling your
1332 eveni ngs.
car? CBW can do it!

something
different th Is week:
a CBW Person to Person
ad. It'll Introduce you to well o".. r , 6,000
Try

: PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

574 Congress St.
(Above Record Land)

MARTIN ENTERPRISES
SERVICE

learn in

BALLOONS ,\".
&TUNES.t .

Light Trucking

31 ExdIangc $( " Portland. ME 04101
773·1688

w_.

tS;ff

J J'J
THE BALLOON GIRL

TItis is a som, which is Japanese for
"warehouse," the name ofa popular puzzle
from Osaka. You are the sokoba" ("warehouseman") who's just been hired to remove the eight numbered crates that are
scattered about inside. The crates are very
heavy, and they don't have any handles.
You're strong enough to push thenoneata
time - you can't pull tnem - but you'll
needacrate-sizedspacebehindeachbox to
work in. You may not rotate the crates, or
climb over them,or squeeze between them.
And nodiagonal moves are allowed. If you
push a crate into a corner or can't get behind it, it's stuck. Don't worry about the
boxes once they left the warehouse. A truck
will cart each away to make room for the
next.
What is the least amount of work required to accomplish your task? And how
did you do it? To list the moves, write the
number of the crate, followed by thedirection (U for up, D for down, L for left, R for
right), and then the number of squares
moved (e.g. 7R1). Then add up the squares.
Only full-square moves are allowed. You
needn't record you own moves, just the
crates'.

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
nT: _ rn __ __ r
be fun again. Why wait Cl:€.rt:'~'1U£
any longer? call
'lOu::fi
The Personal Thuch .
•

II you hay. placed on ad In th.~WeokIYP...on"IY""
ad II automatically ent.'" In the
AI. OF THE WEEK cent. .
WI ... Iooklngfar adathm .... aeati~ witty and foo.
Wlnner.will rave their tidemln the mlili.

for that
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House work

WERECOW, USDA Grade A Beef, on the
hoof! Would like to meet a warm blooded
Betsy with Big Brown Eyes, who is
udderly desirable, Must enjoy grazing,
cattle drives, Moseying, and Mooing till the
humans come home. Betsy if you're out
there please Moooo to Vern Beau Vine.
CBW Box 320

lilly 13, 1989

I:mt',I!(19i'~[if_

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

VEGETARIAN lesbians, DWM 40 180 Ibs., 5"11',
where are you? I'd love to brown hair and eyes, looking
share tofu and talk, chapatis for an honest, sincere feand chat, ratatouille and male, 30 to 45 for a long term
• Free estimates
recipes with you. I'm friendly relationship. Smoker, drinker
CalI8.M.C. 774-6510
and funny, smart and O.K. Photo a plus. Reply to
sensitive, sane and secure, Charles, PO Box 260, Bailey
WHY TAKE
non-alcoholic and non- Island ME 04003
CHANCES?
WRITING WORKSHOP IV INTUITION: a confer- threatening. Groups or indiYour family deserves
viduals, let's not meat soon.
NEED FURNITURE? Why with Alfred DePew. Mondays, ence on enhancing the intupure drinking water.
THIS LADY wants to meet
6:30-8 :30 pm . July 17-Au- itive function as applied to CBW Box 322
not
rent
with
option
to
buy.
We can provide it !
a compatible male (3Os-40s)
gust
28,
six
sessions.
For
many
fields
:
art,
writing,
TVs , furniture and appliCall for free info,
• PROBLEM. Drinking
ances from Rent-A-Set Elm anyone interested in explor- medicine, therapy and oth- SWM 32 active, ambitious, who is not afraid of commitwater supplies are
romantic, attractive, sincere, ment with the right person.
774-6510
St. Topsham, ME. 7~637 ing new material, ideas and ers. Sept. 15-17, Camden ,
becoming contaminated
fresh approaches to short ME. $150 inclusive. Contact non-smoking professional Some of my pleasures are
• SOLIJI10N. MULllfiction and essays . $100. to Phoebe Prosky. A Center for who likes to live life to the enjoying sunshine, walking
PURE "'" systems guaran19 ri. SEBAGO Suncraft register, call 775-3708 . the Awareness of Pattern, fullest. Seeks intelligent, fun along the beach, slow dancteed to remove chlorine,
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4 Leave message.
PO Box 407, Freeport, ME loving, slim and attractive ing, movies or just spending
bacteria and chemicals
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
SWF 24-30 who enjoys din- time at home with someone
04032. (207) 865-3396.
needs minor work. $1000 firm HAVE YOU EVER had
• OPPORTIJNDY.
ing out, casual evenings, special. CBW Box 321
Distributors needed!
Call 883-1473 between lOam the desire to fly, but thought TUTORINC. Elementary exercise, romance and
too expensive or risky? Now reading, writing and math; snuggling. For companionto8pm
772-6740
you can fly the world's safest Beginning and intermediate ship, summer fun, and shar- YOUNG SWM physician,
aircraft, SOLO, after one French. For information 772- ing laughs. Couch potatoes new to Maine, seeks SWF 22
BEER CAN collection for hour of classroom training 1653
to 30 who enjoys hiking, cyneed not respond. CBW Box
sale. Over 600 cans. Asking with certified flight instruccling, running, dancing, an
324
OUR
READERS
ARE
$475 or best offer. Ten tors. Call us for more inforoccasional cold beer or at
and involved.
speed 21 lb. racing bike. New mation. We'll gladly send a active
least doesn't mind if I do.
SWM
25
who
likes
outdoor
over $600, asking 4275. you a brochure. Fun Flying Whether you're a major uniactivities, and at night seeks CBW Box 318
versity
or
a
part-time
private
Moving, must ·sell. Call any- Over Maine! 775-S0LO
instructor with experience to a little romance, is seeking
time. 797-7128.
(7656)
SF about the same age who
share, you should be adveris spunky and intelligent. I AM 65. I would like to
tising in LEARNING.
Send letters to PO Box 1191 , have an elderly companion. I
THE WHO 7/12, Sullivan
Ileamboau, maps *!!l!!!~
am 5'7'. I do not want a man
Scarborough ME 04074
Stadium, Foxboro Mass - 4
Ind historical
I;
who drinks. CBW Box 306
information.
tickets - $200, will split two
pairs. 773-5385 leave mesUNDEREMPLOYED mailsage please. I will return all
box seeks fulfillment. Non- GWM 30S brown hair, blue
calls.
5'8'
seeking
threatening letters of any eyes .
Train ·for careers in
kind
addressed
to Asian/Oriental GM with simiYOU CAN OWN the
'occupant' (unattached , lar interests: the outdoors,
world's safest aircraft for
leterosexual, mid-thirties creative pursuits, travel,
less than the cost of
nale of average dimensions) films, romance, and new extraditional flight instruction.
Nould be welcome. Go ahead periences. CBW Box 312
Financing
assistance
... make my dayl CBW Box
available. No license
315
26 SWF kind and sensitive.
required. Fun Flying Over
Mainel 775-S0LO (7656)
ATTRACTIVE profes- Enjoy travel, outdoors ,
sional SWM, 24, works and music. Make my fantasies
WINDSURFER for sale:
plays hard. Likes outdoors, become alive and well! De1989 Bic Melody with new
romance, art, music, seeks sir&' a lasting relationship,
From
'1
6.0 Obrion/Neil Pryde sail .
intelligent and attractive SWM 25 to 33 who likes to
Used only five times. Great
SWF 20-30 for companion- live, love, and learn! CBW
ship and adventure. CBW Box 323
beginner to intermediate
Susie "Fran' Higgins
Box 310
package. $550 or BO 774ST • .JUDE'S NOVENA.
Gay? L••ltian?
3610 evenings
May
the
Sacred
Heart
of
JeJoin
thoU$Ond.
of
JesbiCWII
and
ga'f
Wells Thru Boothbay Harbor
WERE COW, USDA Grade A
men in Moine. Sub.crib. to OUr
SWM EARLY 40S where
sus be adored, glorified,
~. For fr.. ~. and sui>
Beef, on the hooll would like
SAME DAY DELIVERY ERNIE POOK'S Comeek loved and preserved
all
the
aggressive
women
are
lCO~on info..r:?ock {mail.d in 0
to
meet a warm blooded
Marlys
fans,
....
Lynda
and
piain
en_pei)
writ.
10:
"AtNays In Good Taste'
who like to play rough? Send
throughout the world and forBarry has created at-shirt ever. Sacred Heart of Jesus,
Our _
D.pt. Z
me a photo and talk to me. Betsy with Big Brown eyes,
who is udderly desirable.
just for Marlys. Show your pray for us. St. Jude, worker
•
P.O.BCxI01H
CBW Box 324
", . Portland, Moin. 0"'104
Must enjoy grazing, cattle
friends where you went this of miracles, pray for us. St.
FALMOUTH
MAINE
drives, Moseying, and Moosummer "visit Marlys' World
BI, WM 36 tall medium build,
Jude, help of the hopeless,
and Universe + Galaxy'.
seeks large muscular, mas- ing till the humans come
pray for us. say this prayer 9
A
NO.PAIN,
all-gain,
allShirts are 100% cotton with times a day. By the 8th day
culine, dominate top type home. betsy if you're out
Lawn Maintenance' Painting' Comp/ete home
black ink. In adult SM, MED, your prayer will be answered. around good deal is what you WM 45 to 55 interested in there please Moooo to vern
and office cfeaning • Landscaping' Tree work
LG and XLG sizes. Send Say it for 9 days. It will not get with a Casco Bay Weekly French and Greek culture. I Beau Vine. CBW Box 320
Handy work· Rubbish Removal
check or money order for fail. Publication must be classified. It's simple, cheap want only one real man. CBW
and effective. What else
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box
box 319
promised . Thank you st.
needs be said?
99093-CB, Seattle, WA
Jude! M.C.C.
98199-0093. Get on our
mailing list too....
&
WHISTLES The Rape Cri/
sis Center has whistles
Weekly accounts welcome
I
I
available for $3. Great for
Free Estimates
I
I
key chains - also come with HAVING A YARD SALE?
ARCHED
WINDOWS
breakaway neck chain. Pro- Instead of hand-lettered salvaged from an 1867 Old I
I
P.O. Box 4774 DTS
Terry Tucker
ceeds benefit the RCC 24- signs on telephone poles, Port building. Good condiI
I
Portland, ME 04112
76Hl193
hour holline for victims of advertise it in Casco Bay tion. Single pane sash only.
sexual assault. Call 774- Weekly. You get up to 30 Hall-round (8) 39 x 54 and I
3613 for more information.
words for $5 - sell one old (10) 29 x 37; Low arch (6) 36 I
toaster and the ad pays for x 41 . Call 773-3006
I
itselfl

767·2374

.' '

The Real Puzzle '2B
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
'

Solution to Real Puzzle #26
The hardes !thing about this puzzle was
figuring out where to send the solution, but
everyonewhoenteredatleastgotthisright.
There were only three completely correct
entries to the puzzle. Most entries missed
that the two of the seated specimens (the
first and fourth from the left) were identical. Our favorite entry came from Mr. and
Mrs. Brochu of Westbrook. The solution
was coloHoded, but unfortunately it was
incorrect.
First prize goes to J. Reisman. Second
goes to Steve Wallace. Both winners are
from Portland.
c 1989 United Feature Syndicate

Who says

~hristmas

only comes once a year?

STMAS IN .JULY SALE

,
till,

•
~

The Comfort of Wicker•••
Weather or Not!

-All-weather wicker
-Available in 12 decorator colors
- Maintenance free
-Aluminum frame

~u.oycr/.Flanders
All-Weather Wicker

• '1

,I •

I

,

Lake Region '
Casual Furniture
casual furniture that lasts ... for years
725 Roosevelt Trail (Rt.302)
No. Windham, ME 04062
(207) 892-8363
SALE ENDS JULY 23
MON -SAT. 9-5
THURS. 9-8
Write or call for FREE brochure

